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SUMMARY

The Grout Treatment Facility (GTF) at Hanford, Washingtonwill process

the low-levelfraction of selecteddouble-shelltank (DST) wastes into a

cementitiouswaste form. This facility,which is operated by Westinghouse

• HanfordCompany (WHC),mixes liquid waste with cementitiousmaterials to

produce a waste form that immobilizeshazardous constituentsthrough chemical

• reactionsand/or microencapsulation. Over 1,000,000gal of Phosphate/Sulfate

Waste were solidified in the first production campaignwith this facility.

The next tank scheduledfor treatmentis I06-AN. After conducting

laboratorystudiesto select the grout formulation,part of the normal

formulationverificationprocess is to conduct tests using the I/4-scalepilot

facilitiesat the PacificNorthwest Laboratory (PNL).(a) The major objectives

of these pilot-scaletests were to determine if the proposed grout formulation

could be processedin the pilot-scaleequipment and to collect thermal

information to help determinethe best way to manage the grout hydrationheat.

Two molds were constructedto accomplishthese goals. The first mold was

designed to produce a temperaturegradient in the grout, as it cured, in order

to determinethe effects of curing temperatureon the final properties of the

grout. The second mold was designed to simulate pouring grout in 2-ft lifts.

The main grout production run filled the first mold and the first of four

lifts in the second mold. Over 2000 gal of grout were processedduring 3.5

hours of productiontime during the main pour. Three additional lift pours,

each consistingof 350 gal, were conductedat l-week intervalsto complete the

second mold. The grout in the main run and the second and third lift pours

was produced by mixing simulatedI06-AN tank waste with dry-blend consisting

of 14 wtr attapulgiteclay, 20 wtr cement, and 66 wtr class F fly ash at a mix

ratio of 8.7 Ib per gal (Ib/gal). A dry-blend compositionof 11 wt%

attapulgite,20.7 wtr cement, and 68.3 wtr class F fly ash with a mix ratio of

8.4 Ib/gal was used for the fourth lift.

(a) PNL is operated for the U.S. Departmentof Energy by Battelle Memorial
Instituteunder contractDE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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The major conclusionsfrom the grout production portion of the pilot-

scale tests are listed below:

• The grout producedwith a dry-blend formulationconsistingof 14 wt%
attapulgiteclay, 20 wt% cement,and 66 wt% class F fly ash showed
significantshear thickeningand had calculated critical flow rates (CFR)
at the pipe dischargethat were above the criterionvalue of 60 gpm.
Slight modificationof the dry-blend formulationto 11 wt% attapulgite,
20.7 wt% cement, and 68.3 wt% class F fly ash reduced the critical flow
rate to below 40 gpm. Other than the critical flow rate concerns, both
formulationstested were readilyprocessedby the pilot-scaleequipment.

• The Dry MaterialsFacility (D_IF)handled the dry ingredientsof the
proposed productionformulationand mixed dry-blend productwithin the
desired tolerances.

• The restartpressure tests showed that process interruptionsas long as
20 minutes did not pose a probler,in the pilot-scaleequipment. These
tests indicatedthat interruptionso,f30 minutes or greater should not be
allowedwithout flushing the system.

• No significantwear was seen on the stellite feed screws and stellite-
tipped paddles installed in the grout mixer.

• A 7.5 pipe-volumeflush of the pilot-scalegrout pipe at 10 gpm was
sufficientto preventbuildup.

• Grout buildup in the equipmentwas similarto that seen in other pilot-
scale runs. Buildup in the area of the dry-blendmixer inlet was a
concern and may have interferedwith grout production if it had not been
cleaned between runs. Buildup in other areas did not interferewith
grout productionbut might present decontaminationproblems.

• The dimensionalchanges of the grout over the first 7 weeks of curing
were small (0.06% shrinkage).

• The thermalconductivityof the cured grout was 0.81 watts per meter°K
(W/ro°K).

• Neither the original 14 wt% attapulgiteclay formulationnor the modified
11 wt% attapulgiteclay formulationhad free liquidswhen poured at 40°C.

Since the completionof the first full-scaleproductioncampaign,

concerns over the effects of high grout temperatureson the long-termgrout

properties have arisen. Increasedairflowsto increase evaporativecooling in "

the grout vault combined with pouring in lifts has been suggestedas a means

to remove hydrationheat and reduce grout curing temperatures. These pilot-

scale tests were used to study the effectsof increasedairflows and pouring
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in lifts on the final grout temperatures. The major conclusionsare listed

beIow:

• The calculated adiabatictemperaturerise of the grout poured in the
gradient mold was 57°C.

• Comparing calculatedheat conductionrates throughgrout to the
• experimentally-determinedairflow heat removal rates from water/salt

solutionsshowed that conductionof heat through the grout controls the
heat removal rate when using the airflowrates planned for the production

. vault. As a result, increasedairflows (e.g. larger blowers)would not
significantlyincreasethe heat removal rates.

• An airflow of 13 scfm in the lift mold (which simulated a 3600 scfm
airflow in the productionvault) kept the maximum short-termgrout
temperaturesbelow 70oC for all four of the 2-ft lifts poured and
maintained average grout surfacetemperaturesbelow 30°C.

• The net temperaturereductionobtainedby cooling the surfaceof a 2-ft
lift for i week was approximately30oC.

• Heat removal rates throughoutthe week between pours were not
significantlydifferentfor lifts with and without free-standingliquid.

• The lift mold thermal profiles after i week of cooling showed a general
tendency, as lifts were added, for the peak temperaturesto be higher and
located fartherbelow the surfacewith each subsequent lift.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grout Treatment Facility (GTF) at Hanford, Washingtonwill process

the low-levelfraction of selecteddouble-shelltank (DST) wastes into a

cementitiouswaste form. This facility,which is operated by Westinghouse

Hanford Company (WHC), includesthe Dry MaterialsFacility (DMF), the Grout

ProcessingFacility (GPF), and the grout disposal vaults. The DMF receives,

stores, and blends the individualdry materials for use in the grouting

operation. Semitrailertrucks transportthe dry materialsto the GPF where

these materials are mixed with the low-levelwaste in a continuous process at

rates up to 70 gal of grout per minute. The grout slurry is then pumped into

near-surfaceconcrete vaults where it hardens and immobilizesthe hazardous

and radioactiveconstituentsthrough chemical reactionsand/or

microencapsulation.

Pacific NorthwestLaboratory (PNL) has a pilot-scalegrout processing

facilitycapable of grout outputs of up to 25% of the GPF. In 1986, the first

major pilot-scaletest demonstratedthe effectivenessof the proposed grouting

equipmentand showed that grouting was an effectivetechniquefor immobilizing

a simulatedphosphate/sulfatedecontaminationwaste (PSW). The grout dry-

blend formulationused in this first test was a mixture of 41 wt% type I/II

portland cement, 40 wt% class F fly ash, 11 wt% attapulgite-150drilling clay,

and 8 wt% indian red potteryclay. Based on this pilot-scaletest, a

successfulproduction campaignthat solidifiedover 1,000,000gal of PSW was

conductedduring 1988 and 1989 (Clineet al. 1989).

In 1988, PNL conducteda second major pilot-scaletest to demonstratethe

processingof a simulateddouble-shellslurry feed (DSSF)waste and to provide

informationfor scale-up. The dry-blendfor this run was a mixture of 47 wt%

class F fly ash, 47 wt% blast furnace slag, and 6 wt% type I/II portland

cement. Informationobtained during this second run led to concerns about the

amount of heat generated during curing and the ultimatetemperatureof the

grout. These tests indicatedthat the temperatureof this second formulation

climbed well above the allowed 90°C maximum and degradationof the grout

propertieswas possible (Lokken1992).
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),WHC, and PNL collaboratedto

investigateapproachesto reduce the grout temperatures. The first approach

was to formulatea grout mixture that generatedless heat and resulted in a

lower ultimate temperaturewhile meeting all other formulationcriteria.

These studies focusedon the waste in tank I06-AN because this waste would be

the F_ed source for the next campaign. However, formulationstudiesconducted

by ORNL and PNL determined it was not possible through formulationadjustments

alone to have a grout that remains below acceptabletemperatureswhile

maintainingall other minimum product criteria. Therefore, increased

convective/evaporativecooling is necessaryto prevent excessivetemperatures

in the grout vault. Thus, a formulationthat maximized the grout leachability

index (ANSI 1986) was chosen for the pilot-scaletests. This formulationhad

a dry-blend that consisted of 66 wt% class F fly ash, 20 wt% type II portland

cement, and 14 wt% attapulgiteclay. A dry-blend that consistedof 11 wt%

attapuigiteclay, 20.7 wt% type II portland cement, and 68.3 wt% clas_ F fly

ash was also examined.

The equipmentcurrentlybeing consideredto supply the additionalair

flow for cooling the grout will be capableof supplying3600 cubic ft per

minute (cfm).

1.10BJ_(_TIV{S

The main objectivesof the pilot-scaletest are listed below.

I. Confirm that a dry-blendconsistingof 66 wt% class F flyuash, 20 wt%
type II portland cement, and 14 wt% attapulgiteclay mixed with a
simulatedI06-AN waste at 8.7 Ib/gal can be adequatelyprocessed in
pilot-scaleequipment.

2. Determine the amount of heat that might be removed from a large grout
casting throughconvective/evaporativecooling of its surface.

3. Determinethe temperatureprofilesobtained when an 8-ft section of grout
is poured in four 2-ft lifts to support thermalmodel validation.

4. Determine the rheologicalpropertiesof the grout slurry at different
points in the grout process. Determinethe minimum grout production rate
that will maintain turbulentflow in the grout transfer pipes.

5. Determinethe expected restart pressuresfor an upset conditionwhere
pump operation is interruptedfor up to 30 minutes.
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6. Confirm that the dry ingredientsof the new formulationcan be adequately
mixed in the DMF.

7. Monitor the dimensionalchanges of a large-scalegrout casting during
curing to determine if the grout expandsor contracts.

8. Determine the thermal conductivityof the new grout formulation.

• g. Determine if the new grout formulationwill significantlyimpact the
operating life of the productionmixer and pump.

10. Determine the compressivestrength,homogeneity,leachability,
corrosivity,microstructure,density, and fish and rat toxicity for core
samples taken from large-scalepours and compare to laboratory-prepared
specimens.

11. Determine the effects of differentcuring conditions (e.g. time at
temperature)on the final grout properties.

12. Determine if grout properties near a lift interfaceare significantly
different than grout propertiesaway from an interface.

13. Determine the effectivenessof 6N citric acid as a decontamination
solution.

The results from the pilot-scalegrout runs and the analysis of the

thermal informationwill be presented in this report (objectivesI through 8).

The characterizationof the core samples, decontaminationsolution test

results, and wear results (objectivesg through 13) will be discussed in

separate reports.

1.2 SCOPE

The compositionof the simulated I06-AN tank waste was based on the

latest analyses availablefrom WHC (Hendrickson1992). The required 3500 gal

of simulatedwaste was mixed in an insulated4000-galtank and heated to

approximately45oC before processing. The DMF mixed the required dry-blend

and productiondry-blendtrucks transportedthe dry-blend to PNL.

The pilot-scaletests were conductedusing the grouting facilities

located at PNL. The grout productionrate was approximately10 gal per _,inute

(gpm). A 5-in. Teledyne Readco,Twin-ShaftContinuousMixer was used for

mixing. This mixer is the same brand and type of mixer used in the GPF. The

mixed grout fell into an agitated,conicalsurge tank that fed a Roper two-
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stage progressing cavity pump. From the pump, the grout passed through 100 to

135 ft of 3/4-in. schedule-40, carbon steel pipe into one of two molds.

The first mold was 8-ft dia x 7.5-ft high with plate coils on its outer

surface. Water at a target temperature of 38°C was circulated through the

plate coils to create a thermal gradient in the grout. Therefore, this mold

will be referred to as the gradientmold. Thermocoupleswere used to measure

the actual curing tempeY'aturesat various locations in the mold. As a result

of the gradient,grout in the center of the mold cured at temperatures

significantlyhigher than grout at the walls of the mold. Thermal information

from the center of the mold was also used to calculatea predicted adiabatic

temperaturerise. After collectingthe thermal data, core sampleswere

obtained from different locationsin the mold to determinethe effects of

curing conditionson other grout properties.

The second mold was 3-ft wide x 7.5-ft long x 10-ft deep and was used to

study the effects of pouring in lifts and convective/evaporativecooling.

This mold will be referred to as the lift mold. The length and width of the

lift mold were scaled to match the length/widthratio on the production vault.

The lift mold was insulatedto reduce heat losses throughthe walls and was

equippedto introducecontrolledairflows through the mold. The mold was

instrumentedto measure the inlet and outlet air temperatureand humidity to

allow i,eat-losscalculationsresultingfrom the airflow. Prior to filling

with grout, the lift mold was used to study the amount of heat that is removed

from a layer of liquid by different airflows. Heat removal rates as a

functionof liqltidtemperaturefor water and a sodium nitrate salt solution

were determined. This informationwas used to determine the appropriate

airflowsto use in the pilot-scalerun.

After conducting the airflowtests, the lift mold was instrumentedwith

thermocouplesand filled in four 2-ft lifts. These lifts were poured with 1

week between each lift. The temperatureand heat removal informationobtained

from the lift mold was used to determinethe effects of pouring in lifts.

After the thermal informationwas collected, core sampleswere taken to

determineif grout propertiesat a lift interfacewere significantlydifferent

than propertiesaway from an interface.
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2.0 FACILITYDESCRIPTION

The pilot-scalegrout facility is located in building 324. A schematic

of the system is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.1 SIMULATEDWASTE FEED SYSTEM

The simulatedI06-AN was mixed and stored in an insulated4000-gal

• stainlesssteel tank. The tank is equippedwith a lO-HP, variable speed

agitator and a circulationheater for temperaturecontrol. For this study,

adjustingthe speed of the agitatorwas sufficientto control the waste

temperature. A centrifugalpump locatedbelow the tank was use_ to transfer

the waste through a l-in. carbon steel pipe to the grout mixer. A second

centrifugalpump was added downstream from the first pump to assure adequate

waste feed flow rates. The flow rate of the waste is measured using a

magnetic flowmeterand controlledusing a digital controllerand air-actuated

pinch valve. The feed temperatureat the storage tank, the feed temperature

at the mixer inlet, and the instantaneousfeed rate were recorded using the

data acquisitionsystem.

2.2 DRY-BLENDFEED

The DMF blendedthe requireddry-blendmaterials, and productiondry-

blend transfer trailerstransportedthe material approximately20 miles to the

324 Building. The dry-blendwas transferredfrom access ports in the top of

the trailers through a suctionwand to a storage bin with a 27-ft3 capacity

using a Vac-U-Maxvacuum pneumatictransfer system. The Vac-U-Maxtransfer

system was able to transfer the dry-blendused in this test at a rate of 175

to 200 Ib/min.

The storagebin is positionedabove the active bin and automatically

fills the active bin on a signal from the feeder controller. The active bin

. has a total volume of 36.6 ft_ and an active volume of 30 ft3. The Vac-U-Max,

storage bin, and active bin are shown in Figure 2.2. The feeder is an Acrison

gravimetricfeeder with a weight rate accuracyof 0.5% of the set point.

During transfer of materials from the storagebin to the active bin, the

feeder operates on a volumetricbasis (i.e. the feed screws turn at a constant
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speed). Instantaneous dry-blend feed rates are recorded by the data

acquisition system. After leaving the feeder, the dry-blend passes through an

18-in. dia Sweco vibrating screen to prevent material greater than 0.20 in.

from entering the mixer.

2.3 GROUT MIXER

The grout mixer is a Teledyne Readco 5-in. Twin Shaft Continuous Mixer.

Due to wear concerns noted in the earlier pilot-scale runs, the mixer dry-

blend feed screws were replaced with stellite feed screws, and the first four

pairs of mixer paddles were replaced with stellite-tipped mixer paddles (see

Figure 2.3). Stellite mixing components are used in the GPFmixer to minimize
wear.

The mixing speed is adjustablefrom 50 to 270 revolutionsper minute

(rpm)o The mixer speed for this pilot-scalerun was 250 rpm and was based on

matching the paddle tip speed in the productionmixer. The adjustable

dischargegate on the mixer was left completelyopen during all grout runs.

Predeterminedquantitiesof dry-blend and simulatedwaste were metered to

the mixer to obtain the d_sired grout productionrate. The mixed grout

dischargesto a 17.5 gal, agitatedconical surge tank. This surge tank (see

Figure 2.4) has the same general geometry as the GPF surge tank with I/4 the

volume. The temperatureof the grout in the surge tank was recordedby the

data acquisitionsystem.

2.4 GRPUT PUMP

The pilot-scalegrout pump was a Roper progressingcavity pump (shown in

Figure 2.5) with an ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer(EPDM) stator. A water-

lubricatedpacking gland serves as the pump seal. The pump inlet contains a

small water jet programmedto flush the inlet sectionwith a 4-second,

15.3-gpm spray (approximatelyI gal) every 10 minutes during production. The

pump speed was manually adjusted to maintain a constant level in the surge

tank. Pump amperageand frequencyare recorded using the data acquisition

system. The frequencyis convertedto rpm by using a calibrationcurve

generatedprior to operations.
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A pressuregauge, pressuretransducer,and flow meter are located at the

discharge of the grout pump. The pressure and grout flow are recorded by the

data acquisitionsystem. A high-pressure,automaticshut-down feature stops

the pump if the grout dischargepressure exceedsthe preprogrammedmaximum

pressure of 125 psi.

2.5 PIPING

The grout pump discharges into a 3/4-in. schedule-40,carbon steel pipe

that leads to a series of three-wayvalves. These valves can direct the grout

slurry either to the gradientmold, the lift mold, or a dumpster. The total

length of pipe when plumbed to the dumpster was 100.5 ft, when plumbed to the

lift mold was 119.25 ft, and when plumbed to the gradient mold was 135.5 ft.

The dumpster was used to receive flush water and grout not being used in the

testing. A thermocouplemeasured the grout temperaturejust prior to the

three-wayvalves.

2.6 GRADIENT MOLD

The gradient mold was constructedfrom an 8-ft dia'x 7.5-ft high, carbon

steel tank. This tank was placed on a structuralsupport, and its

circumferencewas surroundedby platecoils. The top and bottom were insulated

to minimize the heat loss through those surfaces. Water was continuously

circulatedthrough the plate coils with a centrifugalpump. A heated 55-gal

drum was part of the circulationloop and was used to help maintain a target

temperatureof 38oC in the plate coils. The exterior of the plate coils was

insulatedto reduce the heating requirementsand improvetemperature

uniformity. The stand and plate coils were designed to allow disassemblyand

reuse for subsequentgrout pilot-scaletests. At the completionof the tests,

• the grout will be disposed of in the carbon steel tank. Figure 2.6 shows the

gradient mold in its test locationwest of the high bay area of 324 Building.

" The gradient mold was equippedwith a l-ft diameter,27.5-ft long,

polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe through which the grout fell -35 ft after

dischargingfrom the grout pipe. This simulatesthe maximum drop that the

grout will see in the full-scalevault.
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The gradient mold had 40 type-T thermocouplesto measure the temperature

profiles and determinethe maximum temperatureachieved in the grout. Type-T

thermocoupleshave a lower standardlimit of error than either type-K or

type-J. The thermocoupleswere placed to measure the steeper gradients

(predictedby modeling) near the mold wall. The radial orientationof each

series of thermocouplesis shown in Figure 2.7. The heights for each

thermocouplemeasured from the bottom of the mold are shown in Table 2.1.

Each thermocouplewas bent away from the series bundle at the desired

height in order to minimize the effect of the bundle on the temperature

profile being measured. Typical thermocoupletrees in the gradient mold are

shown in Figure 2.8. The locationslisted in Table 2.1 are for the

thermocoupletips. Temperaturedata were recorded by the data acquisition

system.

Two TML KM-IOOHB embedment straingauges were place_ in the mold prior to

pouring the grout. These gauges were accurate to ± I% of rated output.

Vishay 2310 signal conditioningamplifierswere used to conditionthese

350 ohm, full-bridgestrain gauges. The strain gauges were used to measure

expansionand contractionof the grout during the first 49 days of curing.

One gauge was placed in an axial orientation4.5 ft from the bottom and 2 ft

from the center. The second was in a radial orientation3.5 ft from the

bottom of the mold and 2 ft from the center. Data from these strain gauges

were recorded by the data acquisitionsystem.

A thermal conductivityprobe was also placed in the mold prior to pouring

grout. However, interferencebetween the power cable and the thermocouple

signal did not allow in situ thermal conductivitymeasurements. As a result

of this problem, samplesof grout producedwith the pilot-scalesystem were

obtained for laboratorythermal conductivitymeasurements.

Three 4-in. carbon steel pipes were placed in the gradient mold for WHC

nondestructivetesting (NDT). The location of these pipes are shown in

Figures2.7 and 2.8.
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TABLE 2.1. ThermocouplePlacementin Gradient Mold

PlacementHeights
Series # Anqle # of Thermocouples from Bottom, (in.)

GA 0° 3 18, 48, 78

GB 180° 2 36, 60

GC 0° 2 36, 60
t

GD 180° 3 18, 48, 78

GE 45° 3 18, 48, 78

GF 225° 2 36, 60

GG 45° 2 36, 60

GH 225° 3 18, 48, 78

GI 90° 3 18, 48, 78

GJ 270° 2 36, 60

GK 90° 2 36, 60

GL 270° 3 18, 48, 78

GM 90° 3 18, 48, 78

GN 270° 2 36, 60

GO go° 2 36, 60

GP 270° 3 18, 48, 78

40 (TOTAL)
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2.7 LIFT MOLD

The lift mold was constructedwith metal-reinforcedplywood and had the

approximateinner dimensions of 3-ft wide x 7.5-ft long x 10-ft tall. The box

had a 20-mil high-densitypolyethyleneliner to contain the grout slurry and 4

in. of foam insulationto reduce heat losses throughthe sides and top of the

box. Two in. of duraboard insulationwere placed on the bottom of the mold

under the 20-mil liner. Duraboardhas the requiredcompressivestrength, and

this thickness has the same thermal resistanceas-4 ft of concrete. A second

20-mil liner was used outside the insulationas a backup for leaks in the

primary liner. Figure 2.5 shows the lift mold in its test location west of

building 324 high bay.

The air inlet and outlet were fabricatedfrom 2-in. schedule-40PVC pipe

and placed in the lift mold cover at oppositeends of the box. The inlet and

outlet had Vaisala HMP 1304 humidity and temperatureprobes. These probes had

a capacitancetype humidity sensor with a platinum resistive temperature

device (RTD) temperaturesensor. This probe was chosen due to its durability

and its ability to recover after being placed in a saturatedenvironment. The

temperatureaccuracy of these probes was + 0.2°C. The accuracy of the

humiditymeasurementswas +_2% for 0% to 90% RH and +_3% for 90% to 100% RH

when calibrated against salt solutions. The outlet also had a Sierra Model '

731 mass flow meter to record the airflowthrough the mold. The calibrated

accuracyof the flow meter was better than 3%. Data from the humidity sensors

and the flow meter were recorded by the data logger. A blower and butterfly

valve at the outlet were used to generate the desired airflow through the

mold. The inlet air for the mold was drawn from the high bay area of 324

Building.

The lift mold had 63 type-T thermocouplesto measure the temperature

profiles in the grout material. The thermocoupleswere held in position by a

thermocoupletree constructedfrom l-in. and I/2-in. PVC pipe. This tree also

helped support the inner liner. The installedPVC thermocoupletree is shown

in Figure 2.9. The placementsof the thermocouplesare given in Table 2.2 and

Figure 2.10. As in the gradientmold, each thermocouplewas bent away from

the series bundle at the desired height. Temperaturedata were recorded by

the data acquisitionsystem.
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TABLE 2.2. ThermocouplePlacementin Lift Mold

Series # of Thermocouples Heiqhts from Bottom (in.)

LA 27 O, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40,

44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 76, 80,

84, 88, 92, 96, 108, one adjustable

liquid TC

LB 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LC 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LD 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LE 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LF 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LG 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LH 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LI 4 12, 36, 60, 84

LJ 2 108, one adjustableliquid TC

LK 2 108, one adjustableliquid TC

63 (TOTAL)

2.8 DECONTAMINATION/RINSESYSTEM

The decontamination/rinsesystem consists of a decon solution/rinsewater

holding tank, a pump, and a valve/tubingnetwork. The valve/tubingnetwork

allowed the decontaminationsolutionor rinse water to be injected at 150 psig

' into the grout mixer at the dry-blend inlet and the waste feed inlet, into the

surge tank at its inlet, and into the grout pump at the pump inlet. A by-pass

• valve at the grout pump outlet could either recirculatethe decontamination

solutionor rinse water back to the decon tank or allow the rinse water to be

pumped through the grout line to the molds. The amount of rinse water that

was sent throughthe grout pipe to the molds was controlled by introducingthe

desired amount of solution in the holding tank. A schematicof the system is

shown in Figure 2.11.
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2.9 INSTRUMENTATION/DATACOLLECTION

A schematicof the instrumentationis shown in Figure 2.12. The majority

of the data were collectedwith a Wavetek Model 52 Data Multimeter. This data

logger had two channels,each of which could read 64 differentialmeasurements

via expansionwith multiplexercards. One hundred and twenty-sixof the 128

availableslots were used to collectdata from the pilot-scalerun. The data

logger was linked to a computer that controlledthe timing of the data

collection,stored the informationon disk as an ASCII file, and produced a

backup hardcopy. The ASCII file was imported into Lotus 123® _nd analyzed.

The thermal profiles were generatedwith SurferTM, Golden Software, Inc. The

balance of the data was collectedby hand _nd recorded on data sheets.
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FIGURE 2.3. InternalMixi_:gComponentsof Pilot-ScaleGrout Mixer
" (shownwith cover removed)
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FIGURE 2,4. Pilot-SystemControl Station
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• FIGURE 2.5. Pilot-ScaleGrout Pump
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• FIGURE 2.7. Thermocouple Placement in Gradient Mold
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FIGURE 2.8. InstrumentationInside Gradient Mold
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, FIGURE 2.9. PVC ThermocoupleTree in Lift Mold
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3.0 MATERIALS

Two main materials are mixed to producethe grout waste form. The first

material is known as the dry-blend. The dry-blend is comprised of a blended

mixture of the various dry materials that control the grout slurry properties

• and react to form the solidifiedwaste form. The second material is the waste

slurry. This material contains the water necessaryfor the cementitious

• reactions and the dissolved/suspendedwaste solids• The specificsof the dry-

blend and waste slurry used in this pilot-scalerun are describedbelow.

3.1 DRY-BLEND

The two dry-blend formulations used in the pilot-scale grout runs are

shown in Table 3.1. The type II portland cement was obtained from Ash Grove

Cement in Spokane, WA; the class F fly ash was obtained from Pozzolanic

Northwest in Mercer Island, WA; and the attapulgite clay was purchased from

Floridin Company in Quincy, FL• A 5-1b sample of each dry-blend ingredient

was sent to the WHC Analytical Laboratories. These sampleswere used to

determine the baseline data for the FourierTransform Infrared (FTIR)

spectrometrytechnique,which was used to confirm the proper quantity of each

component in the blendedmaterial.

TABLE 3.1. Dry-BlendFormulation

Baseline Adjusted
Formulation Formulation
Weight% (_+5 Weight% (+ 5

Component relativewt%) relativewt%)

Class F Fly Ash 66.0 68.3

Type II Portland Cement 20.0 20.7

Attapulgite-150Clay 14.0 11.0
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The DMF was used to mix the dry-blendmaterial required for the pilot-

scale tests_ Use of the DMF facilitywas importantbecause the dry-blend

mixing method has been shown to be an importantconsiderationwhen _ttapulgite

clay is one of the dry-blendcomponents (Lokkenet al. 1987). The dry-blend

for the main portion of the pilot-scalegrout run was blended in eight 5000-1b

batches. A slightly modified dry-blendformulationthat had less clay was

used for the fourth lift. This dry-blendwas produced in two 4000-1b batches.

A 5-1b sample of each batch of blendedmaterial was sent to Teo Rebagay

in WHC Analytical Laboratoriesfor FTIR spectrometryto determine the amount

of each component. The results of these analyses for the first eight batches

are shown in Table 3.2. All eight batches blended for the main portion of the

production scale run were within the +_5 relativewt% tolerance.

The analyses of the samplesof the modified formulationare shown in

Table 3.3. The analyses show that the cement content was slightly below the

allowable_+5 relativewt% tolerance. However, the seals on the samples sent

to the WHC Analytical Laboratorieshad been broken, and the integrityof these

sampleswas suspect. Therefore, an additionalsample of material was taken

TABLE 3.2. Dry-BlendAnalyses

Batch # AttapulqiteCla.y Portland Cement Class F FIy Ash

Target Value 14.0 + 0.7 20.0 + 1.0 66.0 + 3.3

I 14.27 19.93 66.21

2 13.95 20.25 65.23

3 14.18 19.77 63.78

4 13.87 19.66 63.21

5 13.93 19.86 68.44

6 14.14 20.03 66.36

7 13.99 19.88 68.O0

8 13.80 20.49 68.03
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TABLE 3.3. Modified Dry-BlendAnalyses

Batch Number AttapulqiteClay PortlandCement Class F Fly Ash

Target Value 11.0 _+.0.55 20.7 +_1.04 68.3 + 3.42

I(a} 10.54 19.44 70.37

2(a} 10.47 19.42 70.02

Sealed Sample 10.87 20.49 70.11

(a) Se_Is on samples sent to laboratorieshad been broken•

fror,1a sealed container intendedfor other studies. Analyses of this sample

ir,dlcated that all materialsfell within the .+5 relativewt% tolerance. Even

if the cement was slightlylow, this dry-blend compositionwas adequate to

determineif the modificationto the dry-blend formulationwould produce the

desired results.

The dry-blendwas transferredto PNL in productiontransporttrucks and

pneumaticallytransferredwith the Vac-U-Maxvacuum wand directly from the top

of the transporttruck to the storage bin of the dry-blend feeder.

3.2 I06-AN SIMULATEDWASTE

The general referenceto I06-ANwaste refers to the waste in Tank

241-AN-I06. However, before the waste in Tank 241-AN-I06is treated, it will

be transferredto an agitatedholding tank (I02-AP)that already contains the

heel of a waste from an earlier PSW grout run. Thus, the pilot-scalerun

• attemptedto simulate this combinedwaste. A total of 3500 gal of simulated

waste were required to completethe pilot-scaletest.

• The pilot-scalerun used the best availableestimate of the composition

in the feed tank after combiningthe wastes. The informationfor this

estimate (see Table 3.4) was obtained frL_mD. W. Hendrickson,WHC (Hendrickson

1992).
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The availableanalyses for the EPA target toxic metals indicatethat

silver,barium, cadmium, mercury, and lead were below the detection limit.

For the pilot-scalerun, it was assumedthat these materials were not present.

Arsenic and seleniumwere detected at levels about an order of magnitude below

the regulatedlimit. These chemicalswere not added to the simulatedwaste

since they were present in such small quantities. The only toxic metal that

was found in significantquantitieswas chromium (544 mg/liter). The ability

of grout waste forms to immobilizethese quantitiesof chromium has been

establishedin earlier laboratory investigationsand pilot-scaleruns (Lokken

1992). As a result, chromiumwas not added to the simulatedwaste as a waste

minimizationactivity.

In formulatingthe final recipe for the simulatedwaste, additionalOH-

is added as NaOH to compensatefor the additionof aluminum as AI(NO3)3.gH20,

boron as Na2B407.10H20,and glycolateas glycolic acid. The sodium

concentrationis initiallyallowedto float, and the final concentration

results only from the addition of other Na containingcompounds. Initial

chemical analyses of the waste showed that the Na and PO4"were significantly

lower than expected. Analyses of the "anhydroustri-sodiumphosphate" showed

that hydrated sodium phosphatehad been shipped by the vendor. Additional

tri_sodiumphosphatewas procured and added to correct the problem. The

simulatedwaste recipe is shown in Table 3.5.

The target compositionand final analyses of the simulatedwaste are

shown in Table 3.4. The total organic carbon was analyzed using a Xertex-

Dohrmann Model DC-80 TOC analyzer. The solution was analyzed for anions using

a Dionex Series 4000i, Ion Chromatograph(IC) and for cations using a Jarrel-

Ash Model 975 Plasma Atomcomp, InductivelyCoupled Plasma Spectrometer(ICP).

The analyzedvalues for the main constituentsagreed fairly well with the

target values. Some of the minor constituentssuch as boron, calcium,

silicon, and magnesiumwere higher than the target value. This is believed to

result from mineral impuritiesin the processwater or from impuritiespresent

from earlier tests conducted in the waste feed tank.
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TABLE 3.4. Simulated I06-ANWaste Composition

Analysis

SDecies Moles/Liter Target
(+ 5%) Moles/Liter

A1 0.383 0.341

B 0.016 0.0026

Ca 0.004 0.00186

Na 3.77 3.954

Ni 0.0011 0.00104

Si 0.008 0.00158

P 0.211 0.196

K Not Analyzed 0.246

Mg 0.0010 0.000107

Cl- 0.093 0.0675

NOz- 0.536 0.534

NO3- 1.279 1.130

SO4z- 0.029 0.0273

PO43- O.173 O.196

OH- Not Analyzed 0.497

TOC(a) 0.248 0.238

" C03(b) 0.359 0.341

(a) Calculated from EDTA, HEDTA, glycolate, and citrate additions

(b) Calculated from total carbon and TOC values
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TABLE 3,5. SimulatedWaste Recipe for Pilot-ScaleTest

Batch Size

Chemicals _Irams/liter gJC_13DY_,q__]_Ib/3500qal Kg/3500 qal

NaNO3 8.580 32.48 250.66 113.7

NaOH 75.22 284.7 2196.9 996.5

Al(NO3)3.gH20(60wt%) 213.3 807.2 6228.0 2825.0

Na3(PO4).12H20(a) 32.I0 12I.5 937.6 425.3

Na3(PO4)(a) 18.26 69.13 533.5 242.0

NaNO2 36.89 139.6 1077.4 488.7

Na2CO3 36.21 137.I 1057.5 479.7

KCl 1.836 6.949 53.62 24.32

NaCl 2.501 9.466 73.04 33.13

Na3(Citrate).2H20 2.501 9.466 73.04 33.13

NazB407•10HzO 0,248 0.939 7.242 3.285

NazSO4 3.889 14.72 113.6 5I.52

Ni(NO3)2.6H20 0.302 I.143 8.821 4.001

Ca(NO3)z•4HzO O.439 1.662 12.82 5,816

Na4(EDTA). 2HzO 1.415 5.356 41.34 18.75

Na3(HEDTA)•2.5HzO 5.293 20.03 154.6 70.12

H(GIycolate)(70wt%) O.924 3.497 26.98 12.24

Mg(NO3)z.6HzO 0.0276 O,1046 0.807 0.366

COLLOIDALSiO2 0.238 0.900 6,942 3.149
(40WT%)

(a) Both hydrated and anhydroustri-sodiumphosphatewere added due to the
, vendor shipping the wrong materials in the initialorder.
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4.0 GROUT PRODUCTION

The grout in this pilot-scaletest was produced in four different runs.

The first run produced enough grout to fill the gradient mold and the first

lift in the lift mold. This run is referredto as the main production run.

. The second, third, and fourth runs were short productionruns that produced

enough grout to complete the second,third, and fourth lifts in the lift mold.

. These smallerruns are referred to as the lift pours. The observationsmade

and data collectedduring these runs are discussed in the following sections.

4.1 MAIN PRODUCTIONRUN

The main grout run was conductedon April 16, 1992, and started at 9:48

a.m. The plan was to start production,complete the grout pour into the

gradient mold, and then pour the first lift into the lift mold. While filling

the gradient mold, four 55-gal drums were filled for WHC core drilling tests.

Productionwent as planned except for one shutdown,which occurred after 218

minutes of elapsedrun time. This shutdownwas caused by a blockage in the

waste feed line. When the reducedwaste feed flow was first noticed, attempts
i

were made to add processwater to the waste feed to avoid a shutdown.

However, enough thick grout was producedto clog the mixer. Grout started to

backup into the dry-blend inlet, and a shutdowncould not be avoided. The

shutdown lasted 58 minutes while the mixer was cleaned and the waste line was

back-flushed. The rinse water generated from cleaning the mixer and the water

from the timed flush of the grout pump inlet were pumped to the dumpster prior

to restartinggrout production. This shutdown is the reason for the

deviations that appear in the run informationbetween 218 and 276 minutes of

elapsed run time.

The nominal compositionof the grout producedwas 8.7 Ib of dry-blend per

gal of waste. The planned productionrate of 10 gpm of grout required a waste

flow of 6.94 gpm and a dry-blendfeed rate of 3623 Ib/hr. An initialwater

back-flush of the waste line was required before waste flow could be

established. After the flush the startupwent smoothly,and the nominal

compositionwas being producedwithin I minute. Sampling during the grout run

went as planned. Slurry samplesfrom the surge tank and at the grout

dischargewere taken every 30 minutes. Collection of the slurry sampleswas
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timed to investigatethe effects of differentpumping rates and variations in

the mix ratio. Waste feed just before the pinch valve and dry-blend from the

active hopper were sampledonce every hour.

4.1.1 Grout Pump Speeds and Flow Rates

Once the operating level in the surge tank was reached, the surge tank

agitator and the grout pump were started. Figures 4.1 through 4.3 show the

pump characteristicsobtained during the main run. A pump speed between 204

and 224 RPM was required to balance the mixer and pump outputs and to maintain

the proper level in the surge tank. Figure 4.1 shows the measured grout flow

rates versus pump speed while producinggrout. The linear nature of the data

indicatesthat the deviations in the grout flow were directly related to

changes in the pump speed. The averagegrout productionrate while operating

was 10.0 gpm.

4.1.2 Grout Pump Amperaqe

The pump amperage and speed are shown in Figure 4.2. The shapes of these

curves match very closely, which indicatesthat variations in pump power were

the direct result of changingthe pump speed. No significanttrends in the

pump power requirementswere noted that could be tied to changes in the grout

equipmentduring processing (e.g. stator swelling,stator wear, grout buildup,

etc.).

4.1.3 Grout Pump Disch_rqe Pressures

The pump dischargepressure and pump speed are shown in Figure 4.3. The

discharge pressurewhile fillingthe gradient mold at normal pumpingspeeds

was generally 63 to 78 psi. Deviationsoutside of this range were the results

of changes in pump speed or pressuredrops that occurred when the grout flow

was diverted to fill the 55-gal drums. While filling the drums, the grout was

not pumped to the top of the drop chute. The discharge pressure dropped to 41

to 46 psi while pouring the first lift due to the shorter pipe length and the

reduced head loss when no longer pumping to the top of the drop chute.
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The predictedpressure drops while pumping to the gradient and lift molds

were calculatedusing Equation (4.1):

3.9V2fl hp p

_PTOTAL -- 0(I00) + + 2 (4. I)
• 19.24 8.34

o

Where 4PToTAL = predictedpressure drops, psi

p = grout density, Ib/gal (13.0 Ib/gal)

V = velocity,ft/sec (9.04 ft/sec)

f = friction factor (0.008)

D = ID of pipe (0.824 in.)

l = pipe length, ft (GRAD - 135.5 ft, LIFT - 109.25 ft)

h = head, ft (GRAD - 25.67 ft, LIFT - 1.67 ft)

q = grout flow, gpm (10 gpm)

Cv = three-wayvalve flow coefficient,dimensionless(7)

The first term in this equation accountsfor the frictionalpressure drop

(Riebling1991). The second two terms account for the pressure drop due to

the elevationdifference between the pump and the grout pipe outlet and the

pressure drop due to the three-wayvalves (Crane 1988). The calculated

pressure drop for the piping to the gradient mold and lift mold was 78.2 psi

and 51.5 psi, respectively. The main purpose for this calculationwas to

determine if the simplifiedmethod for calculatingthe frictionalpressure

drop in the Grout FormulationStandard Criteria Document (Riebling 1991) would

predict a reasonably accuratebut conservativelyhigh pressure drop valve.

After accountingfor the valves and elevationdifferences,the predicted

frictional pressuredrop is reasonablyaccurate and conservativelyhigh.

4.1.4 Process Temperatures

• The target temperaturefor grout entering the molds was 40oC. Experience

with laboratorygrouts suggestedthat a waste temperatureof 45°C would

produce a 40°C grout when mixed with ambient temperaturedry-blend. Figures

4.4 through 4.6 show the temperaturesat various points in the process. The
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waste inlet temperaturewas quite constant over the entire run at 47°C, and

the grout in the surge tank had a constant temperatureof 43°C.

The temperatureof the grout near the pipe dischargewas slightly more

variable and ranged from a high of 43°C to a low of 37°C, with the average

temperatureof the grout (excludingdown time) being 40.7°C. Part of the

temperaturevariabilitycould be due to the programmed flush, which occurred

every 10 minutes during the main grout productionrun. If the data logger

took the data point right after the cold process water was added to the pump

inlet, the temperatureof the grout at the dischargewould dip slightly. The

discharge temperatureof the grout produced after the shutdown shows

significanttemperaturedips every 10 minutes.

4.1.5 Grout Mix Ratio

Figure 4.7 shows how the grout mix ratio varied during the pilot-scale

run. While processingthe nominal mix ratio of 8.7 Ib/gal, the mix ratio

always stayed well within the allowable± 0.5 Ib/gal. Between 144 and 194

minutes of elapsed run time, the grout ratio was changed to investigategrout

production in the upper portionof the allowableoperatingwindow. Grout

processingwas not significantlydifferentduring this time frame, which

indicatedthat the upper portion of the acceptableoperatingwindow could be
i

mixed and pumped without operationalproblems. The averagemix ratio for the

entire grout run after accountingfor the water added with the timed rinse was

8.79 Ib/gal.

4.1.6 Final Rinse procedure

Twenty-fivegal of water were used to rinse the grout mixer, surge tank,

grout pump, and the grout pipe leadingto the lift mold. The water was pumped

through the grout pipe at a rate of 10 gpm. The water from this rinse (minus

the 3 to 4 gal that remained in the pipe) was placed on top of the first lift
6

of grout in the lift mold. An additional10 to 15 gal of water were

recirculatedthrough the pilot-scaleequipmentfor 10 minutes using the

decontamination/rinsesystem. This rinse water was pumped to the dumpster.

After rinsing, the drop chute penetrationinto the gradient mold was

pluggedwith insulation,and the lift mold inspectionport was sealed. The

lids on the 55-gal drums were also replaced and sealed.
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4.2 LIFT POURS

The three pours that completedthe lift mold were conductedessentially

the same as the main pour. Each 2-ft lift required350 gal of grout and

approximately35 minutes of productiontime. The pump characteristicswere

the same as the main run, and the pressure at the pump dischargeranged

• between40 and B5 psi. Minor differencesin the runs are discussed below.

4.2.1 Lift 2

The temperatureof the grout entering the mold in the second lift was

slightlylower (37° to 3g°C) than the grout produced in the main pour and the

other lift pours. This lower temperaturewas due to a slightlylower waste

feed temperature. Grout sampleswere taken while pumping at 10 gpm after 10

and 25 minutes of grout production. Approximately20 gal of rinse water were

placed on top of the second lift.

4.2.2 Lift 3

The temperatureof the grout enteringthe mold during the third lift was

39° to 40oC. Grout sampleswere taken while pumpingat 10 gpm after 10

minutes of production. After the first sample was obtained,the grout

production rate was slowed to approximately5.5 gpm to allow a slurry sample

to be obtainedwhile pumping at 2.5 gpm. The lower production rate was

necessary to stay within the surge tank capacitywhile pumping at the lower

rate for a sufficienttime period to assure that the grout collected at the

discharge had been pumped through the entire length of the pipe at the lower

rate. After the low pumping speed slurry sample was taken, the pump speed was

increasedand the productionrate was returned to 10 gpm for the remainder of

the run. At the completion of the third lift, all rinse water was directed to

the dumpster,and the liquid remainingon the grout surfacewas removed.

• 4.2.3 Lift 4

The fourth lift used a slightlymodified dry-blend formulation(see Table

• 3.1), which reduced the amount of attapulgiteclay. Grout was produced at a

rate of 10 gpm with a nominalmix ratio of 8.4 Ib/gal. No significantchanges

were noted in the pump characteristicsas a result of this formulationchange.

The average measured mix ratio for the fourth lift pour was 8.46 Ib/gal. The

grout for the fourth lift enteredthe mold at 41° to 43oC. Slurry samples
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were obtained while pumping at I0 gpm after 10 and 25 minutes of production

time. Two additional55-gal drums were poured while completing the fourth

lift. At the completionof the run, the drum lids were replaced and sealed to

preventmoisture evaporation. These drums were used by WHC for NDT testing,

but they were also used to see if the amount of drainable liquid formed

increasedwith the adjustedformulation. Approximately24 hours after

completionof the fourth lift, the drums were checked and found to have no

free liquids. Approximately20 gal of rinse water were placed on top of the

fourth lIfr. After completingthe rinse, grout productionwas restarted and

additional slurry sampleswere obtained for critical flow rate calculations.

4.3 HANDLING DRY-BL(_NDTRANSFERS

The first attemptsto produce grout occurredon April 14, 1992, 2 days

before the main productionrun. These first attempts to producegrout were

not successfuldue to dry-blendflooding problemsthat occurred during the

transfer of dry-blendfrom the storage hopper to the active hopper. The

initialsettings for the high and low levels in the active hopper were 80% and

20%. These values are the vendor-recommendedlevels and the levels used in

the DSSF pilot-scalerun. When the dry-blend floodingoccurred, the grout at

the mixer dischargebecame too thick and would not pass through the 3-in. line

to the surge tank. The grout buildup in the discharge required a system

shutdown. These extremelythick mixes, however,did not affect mixer

performance(e.g. did not cause a shear pin failure).

Three separatestartups were attempted,but all were aborted due to the

flooding problems. In each case, the flooding occurred near the end of the

refill cycle. Similar problemswere encounteredduring the PSW pilot-scale

run (Fow et al. 1987) and were thoughtto be the result of fluidizationof the

dry-blend by the Vac-U-Maxsystem. Attempts to solve the flooding problems

assumedthat fluidizationof the dry-blendwas the cause of the problem.

During the last startup attempt, the blower on the Vac-U-Max system was shut
e

off to prevent fluidizationof the grout. However,dry-blend flooding still

occurred, and it was decided to postpone tests until the problem was solved.

The 450 gal of grout produced on this first day had the desired mix ratio

and were placed in the mold under the desired conditions. The level in the
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gradient mold (approximately14 in.) was below the first layer of

thermocouples,and the additionalrinse water required to clear the pilot-

scale equipmentafter the shutdownswas sent to the dumpster. Thus, the

aborted startupdid not significantlyaffect the resultsobtained from the

gradientmold.

' The dry-blendflooding problemwas solved the followingday. When this

particulardry-blend is transferredfrom the storagebin, the fall is

• sufficientto fluidize the material. Measurementsof the bulk density show

that dry-blend poured into a containerhas a bulk density of 1.03 g/cc, which

increasesto 1.28 g/cc when tapped to remove trapped air. The low bulk

densitymaterial just after pouring is very fluid. In fact, prior to the

final lift pour, material was dumped from the storagehopper into an empty

active hopper while the rest of the system was deactivated. The dry-blend

material was fluid enough to pass through the feed auger, scalping screen,and

grout mixer and fill the surge tank.

Apparently,when the dry-blendreached the 20% full level and the system

called for more material from the storage hopper, the level was low enough to

allow the fluidizedmaterialto pass through the augers and flood the mixer.

The solution to this problemwas to change the high and low hopper levels in

the system software to 90% and 70%. This change accomplishedthree things

that might have contributedto solvingthe problem: I) lt increasedthe

amount of material in the hopper to act as a cushion and plug paths for the

fluidizeddry-blend to pass through, 2) it reducedthe amount of material

deliveredduring a single transfer,and 3) it increasedthe residencetime in

the active hopper to allow the air to escape from the dry-blend before

reaching the feed augers.
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5.0 GROUT AND GROUT SLURRY PROPERTIES

An importantpart of the formulationverificationprocess is to

determine if the grout formulation,developedwith laboratorystudies, yields

the desired propertieswhen mixed with equipmentsimilar to that used in the

• productionfacility. The followingsectionsdiscuss some of the grout and

grout slurry propertiesobtained from the material produced in the pilot-scale

• tests. Core sampleswere also taken from each mold to measure additional

properties. The analysis of the core sampleswill be discussed in a different

report.

5.1 RHEOLOGICALPROPERTIES

The rheologicalpropertiesof the grout slurry are importantfor two main

reasons. First, after mixing, the grout must be pumped to the disposal vault

through several hundred feet of pipe. If turbulentflow is not maintained in

the pipe, settlingcould occur and eventuallyrestrict the flow of grout. The

other importantslurry property is the grout gel strength. If the grout

develops a high gel strength shortly after mixing, the possibilityof the

grout setting,_pin the equipmentduring process interruptionsbecomes much

greater. The rheologicalpropertiesof the grout produced in the pilot-scale

run are described in the followingtwo sections.

5.1.1 Critical Flow Rates

In the productionprocessingscheme,the grout is pumped to the disposal

vault through several hundred feet of pipe. The flow throughthis pipe must

be turbulentto assure that settlingof the solids in the grout slurry do not

restrictthe flow of grout. The minimum flow rate that will produce turbulent

flow is known as the critical flow rate (CFR). The maximum allowableCFR for

• a grout formulationthat will be processed in the GTF is 60 gpm (Riebling

1991). The critical flow rate is calculatedusing Equation (5.1).

' (z-./) (5.1)

i.283
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Where CFR = critical flow rate, gpm

K' = fluid consistencyindex, Ib/ft2

n' = flow behavior index, dimensionless

p = slurry density, Ib/gal

D = inside pipe diameter, in. (pilot-scale- 0.824"; production -
1.939")

This equation assumes that a Reynolds number of 2100 is the transition point

from laminar to turbulentflow for grout slurries (Smith 1976). The grout

slurry samplesobtained during the main grout pour and the lift pours were

used to determine the densitiesand rheologicalpropertiesnecessary for the

' above calculation (see Table 5.1).

Table 5.2 shows the critical flow rates determinedfrom samplestaken

during pilot-scaletesting. Rheologicalinformationobtained from samples

taken at the surge tank indicatedthat the grout formulationwith 14 wt%

attapulgiteclay had a critical flow rate of less than 40 gpm. This value was

well below the 60 gpm criteria value. These values are also fairly close to

the values obtained from laboratorysamples preparedwith the pilot-scale

materials. However, the samples at the pipe dischargeyielded critical flow

values that were above 60 gpm. This effect, known as shear thickening,was

also seen in the PSW pilot-scalerun when attapulgiteclay was part of the

formulation (Fow 1987). The amount of shear thickeningobserved did not

change significantlyfor differentpumping speeds or minor variations in the

mix ratio.

The CFR value for the last discharge sample taken during the main pour

does not show the shear thickeningeffect. At first, it was thought that this

may be due to the differentpipe length when pumpingto the lift mold.

However, discharge samplestaken from the same location in the later pours

show significantshear thickening,so the shorterpipe length does not explain

the results. The other possibilityis that the timed flush activatedjust

prior to taking this last sample, and the grout was slightly diluted with

rinse water. The timed flush was not used in the other lift pours to avoid

this added variable.
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Additional slurry samples were obtainedwhile pouring the second and

third lifts. These lifts used the dry-blendwith 14 wt% clay that had been

blended for the main run. As a result, the times between blending and grout

productionwere longer for the second and third lift. The thickeningeffect

of attapulgiteclay lessensas the storagetime of the mixed dry-blend

increaseswhen ingredientsare sealed (Lokken1987). The reduced thickening

effect for both surge tank and discharge samplescan be seen in Table 5.2.

A second sample from the third lift was taken while pumping at a lower

rate of 2.5 gpm. The resultsof this test showed no shear thickening at the

reduced pumpingspeed. The higher CFR value for the second surge tank sample

from the third lift indicatesthat mixing in the surge tank also results in

some shear thickening. Due to the lower pumping rate, the dwell time in the

surge tank was higher and allowedmore time for the surge tank mixer to shear

the grout slurry.

ComparingCFR values for 10 and 15 gpm pumping rates showed that little

additionalshear thickeningoccurred at flow rates higher than 10 gpm.

Results from 15, 10, and 2.5 gpm pumping rates indicatethat the shear

thickening is dependenton the shear rate. The low flow rate test showed that

until some minimum thresholdshear rate is obtained,little shear thickening

occurs. At higher shear rates, the shear thickeningeffect levels out.

However, there are currentlynot enough points to determine the threshold

shear rate or how rapidly this thickeningeffect levels out.

The difference in the pipe diameter between the pilot-scaleand

production system affects the shear rate. For Newtonianfluids in laminar

flow, the shear rate is proportionalto the velocity and inversely

proportionalto the pipe diameter (Carleson1987). Thus, at constant

velocity,the pilot-scalepipe results in approximatelydouble the shear rate.

" However, the productionpipe is longer and will shear the grout slurry at a

lower rate for a longer period of time. Therefore, it is difficult to

" determinethe extent of shear thickeningexpected in the production scale

system from the pilot-scaleresultscurrentlyavailable.

The resultsof the critical flow rate tests did not conclusively

determine that the dry-blendformulationwith 14 wt% attapulgiteclay would
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exceed the 60 gpm criteria value for the productionequipment. However, the

resultsdo show the many variableswhich can affect the performanceof the

attapulgiteclay and that high critical flow rates are possible with the 14

wt% attapulgiteclay formulation. In addition,the main purpose for the clay

is to control free liquid generation,but the grout in the gradient mold

showed no free liquids. The need for evaporationwater for grout cooling also

reduces the concerns about free liquids. Therefore,reducing the amount of

attapulgiteclay would reduce the possibilityof exceedingthe 60 gpm criteria

value without jeopardizingother grout properties.

A slightly modified dry-blendwas prepared by the DMF for the fourth

lift. This formulationreduced the attapulgitecontentfrom 14 to 11 wt%

while keeping the fly ash/cementratio constant. The critical flow rates for

this adjusted formulationstill showed a shear thickeningeffect, but the

highest CFR obtained for the five samples taken was 38 gpm. Two 55-gal drums

of this formulationpoured while completingthe fourth lift had no free

liquids after 24 hours. Therefore,the adjusted formulationwith 11 wt%

attapulgiteclay adequatelycontrolledthe free liquid and had critical flow

rates well below the criterionvalue even after significantshear thickening.
=

The formulationverificationstudy will determine if free liquids are a

problemfor acceptableprocessingconditionsdifferentthan those of the

pilot-scalerun.

5.1.2 Restart PressureTests

After completionof the fourth lift, tests were conducted to determine

the required restart pressuresafter leaving grout in the pipe for varying

lengths of time. The dry-blendcompositionand mix ratio used for the fourth

lift were used for the restart tests. Grout was produced for at least 10

minutes prior to each restart test to ensure that the system had come to a

steady state. Just prior to stopping production,samplesof grout were taken

from the surge tank and the pipe discharge for gel strengthmeasurements

(Riebling1991).

For all restart tests, the pump was set to the Full production speed (204

RPM) and acceleratedat the maximum motor controlleraccelerationrate (92

RPM/sec) since the productionfacility currentlydoes not plan to ramp the

pump during restarts. After the desired interruptiontime, the pump was
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restartedand the maximum pressurewas taken from the pressure gauge at the

grout pump discharge.

The relationshipbetween the restart pressure and the gel strength is

given by Equation (5.2).

SGL
= ----'-- + PACCEL (5.2)

4 PRESTART = PGEL + PACCEL 300D

¥

Where PRESTART" restart pressure, psi

PGEL" pressure required to overcome gel strength of grout, psi

PACCEL= pressure required to accelerate grout in pipe, psi (pilot-
scale- 5.8 psi; production - 30 psi)

5G " gel strength, lb/lO0 ft 2

L = pipe length, ft (pilot-scale- 100.5'; production - 525')

D I pipe diameter, in. (pilot-scale - 0.824"; production -
1.939")

This equation was taken from Riebling 1991 and modified to include the

pressure required to accelerate the grout in the pipe up to the pumping speed.
It was used to either calculate the anticipated restart pressure from the

measured gel strength or to calculate the grout gel strength from the observed

restart pressure.

Table 5.3 shows the results of the restart tests. After lO-minute and

20-minute interruptions, the measured gel strengths of both the surge tank and

the pipe discharge samples were below the lO0-lb force/lO0 ft 2 criterion value

(Riebling 1991). The measured restart pressures for these interruption times

were significantly higher than the restart pressures calculated from the

measured gel strengths. However, gel strengths, back calculated from the

observed pilot-scale data and applied to the production system pipeline For

the first vault, gave restart pressures well within the pumpclearing capacity

" of 500 psi, and interruptiontimes of up to 20 minutes should not be a

problem. However, the difference in the calculatedand observed restart

' pressures indicatedthat the methodologyfor calculatingthe allowablegel

strength should be reviewed.
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After a 30-minuteinterruption,the measured gel strengthjumps

significantlyand is above the criterionvalue. The first attemptto restart

the system tripped the high pressurecutout switch in the p lot-scalesystem,

which was set at 125 psi. Back calculationyields a production system restart

pressure of greater than 277 psi. Both the measured and observed results

indicatethat 30-minute interruptionswould not be acceptablefor the

production system.

A second attemptto restartthe pump after the 30-minute interruption

resulted in a maximum pressureof 80 psi. Apparently,enough of the gel

breaks up during the first restart attemptto reduce the pressure requirements

for the second restart attempt. The high 30-minutegel strengths and the

initialdifficultiesclearingthe grout line indicatedthat longer

interruptionsshould not be tested.

5.2 DIMENSIONALCHANGES

The dimensionalchanges of the grout in the gradient mold over the first

7 weeks were monitoredwith two strain gauges. One gauge was oriented axially

while the other gauge was oriented radially. These gauges both show the same

general behavior (see Figure 5.1). The grout initiallyexpands 100 to 175

microstrains(O.0100%to 0.0175%). This is less than the amount of expansion

that would be expected due to thermal expansionof the grout. After the

initialexpansion peak, which occurs after 16.67 hours, the grout contracts.

This contractionlevels out after 7 weeks at 525 to 600 microstrains(0.0525%

to 0.0600%).

The differencesin the axial and radial expansion/contractioncurves are

due to the differentdegrees of freedomof movement in the two directions. As

the temperatureof the grout increased,the grout was free to expand in the

• axial direction, but was constrainedby the mold in the radial directionand

probably plasticallydeformed. This would account for the 75 microstrain

• difference in the straingauges seen at the peak expansion. After the grout

starts contracting,this 75 microstraindifference is maintained, and the

agreementbetween gauges is quite good.

Significantdimensionalchanges in the grout would be a concern.

Expansionof the solidifiedgrout could damage the vault walls. Significant
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contractioncould leave a void between the cold cap and the cover blocks that

would increasethe chancesof the blocks breaking when the protective barrier

is put in place (Riebling1991). However, the resultsof these tests

indicatedthat the magnitudeof the dimensionalchanges for this grout

formulationwould not be a problem. The small amount of expansion that occurs

happens shortly after pouringwhile the grout still has low strength. The

measured contractionof the grout would amount to less than 0.25 in. over a

30-ft depth of grout. The contractionalso appearsto level out after 7 weeks

of curing so that placementof the cold cap severalmonths after completing

the last lift in the vault should compensate for any contraction.

5.3 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Interferencebetweenthe heater cable and the thermocouplewire prevented

in situ thermal conductivitymeasurements. When this was discovered, a sample

of grout produced with the pilot-scaleequipmentwas cast around a second

thermal conductivityprobe. The sample was approximately8 in. long x 4.5 in.

in diameter. The measured thermalconductivityof this sample was 0.81W/m°K.

This value was used for all adiabatictemperaturecalculations.

Without the in situ probe, changes in thermalconductivityas a function

of temperatureand stage of curing were not determined. However, thermal

conductivitymeasurementsin past pilot-scaletests using a different waste

and dry-blend showed that the thermal conductivitywas very constant and did

not change with stage of curing,temperature,or position (Lokken 1992).

5.4 SEPARATEDL!OUIDS

The models generated from the formulationstudies conducted by ORNL

predictedthat the grout formulationused in the pilot-scalerun would have a

small amount (0.7 vol%) of drainableliquids. Observationsof the gradient

mold shortly after pouring and 24 hours after pouring showed no drainable

liquids. There are severalpossible reasons for this difference. One reason

may be the differencesin the dry-blendmixing method. The dry-blend for the

experimentaltests was mixed for 23 hours in a V-blenderwhile the DMF uses a

5-minute blending time. The abilityof attapulgiteclay to control drainable

liquids is lower for longer blend times (Lokken1987).
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Another possible reason for the lower observed drainable liquids is the

difference in the initialcuring conditionof the laboratory samples and the

grout in the gradient mold. The laboratorysamplesare held at 40°C for the

first Z4 hours after pouring. This low temperaturereduces the hydration

reaction rates and allows more settling and drainable liquid formationbefore
w

the grout gels. The temperatureof the grout in the gradient mold increased

rapidly and gelation of the grout may have occurred more quickly and prevented

" settling. The shear thickeningof the grout produced with the pilot-scale

test may have also reduced the amount of settling.

A fourth reason could be the higher averagemix ratio in the pilot-scale

grout (see Section 4.1.5). Regardlessof the reasons, the laboratorytests

were conservativeand predictedmore drainable liquid formationthan was

observed in the pilot-scalerun.

5.5 GROUTSLURRY DENSITIES

The grout slurry densitiesdeterminedfrom samplestaken using the pilot-

scale grout runs are shown in Table 5.1. These data show that the grout

densitieswere generally quite consistentbut that pouringgrout through the

drop chute and/or the samplingprocess at the gradient mold resulted in
I

slightly lower slurry densities. Table 5.4 shows the averagegrout slurry

densitiesfor differentgroupingsof samples. The first grouping is all the

samples taken from the surge tank while processinggrout with a mix ratio of

8.7 Ib/gal. The second grouping contains the samplesthat were taken from the

lift mold (i.e. did not fall throughthe drop chute) while processing a grout

with a mix ratio of 8.7 Ib/gal. The averagedensitiesof these two groupings

are very close with small standarddeviations. The third group is all the

samples that were taken after the grout fell through the drop chute into the

. gradientmold while processinga grout with a mix ratio of 8.7 Ib/gal.

Densitiesof these samples have a small standarddeviation but are about 2%

• lower than the densitiesof the first two groupings. Apparently,the fall

throughthe drop chute and/or samplingthe falling stream entrained air in the

slurry and reducedthe slurry density.

The last grouping of samplesin Table 5.4 shows the densitiesof samples

taken while pouringthe fourth lift. These samples are separated since the
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TABLE 5,4. Grout Slurry Densities

Formulation/ Average Number
Mix Ratio Density of Standard

SamDle GrouDinq (Ib/qal) _]_bj_,q3],_Samples IZc__J___t_tgJ1

All Surge Tank Samples Baseline/8.7 12,963 10 0.073 ,

DischargeSamples Taken Baseline/8.7 12.966 5 0.071
While Pumping to Lift
Mold

DischargeSamples Taken Baseline/B.7 12.716 5 0.070
While Pumping to Gradient
Mold (throughdrop chute)

All Samples Taken While Adjusted/8.4 12.985 8 0.057
Pouring Lift 4

fourth lift used a modified dry-blendcompositionand a different mix ratio.

The averagedensity of this group of samples had a small standarddeviation

and an averagevalue that was essentiallyequal to the grouts made with the

original dry-blendformulation.
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6.0 THERMAL INFORMATION

The normal frequencyused to collect the thermal data for both the

gradientmold and the lift mold ranged from once every 10 minutes to once

every 60 minutes. However, some data were lost due to problems that occurred

with the data collection system. The first problem resulted when a storage

disk with data from a previous instrumentationshakedowntest was used for the

• pilot-scalerun. These data caused the disk to reach capacity faster than

anticipated. Data from hours 43 through 73 were lost due to this error in the

first week. When this problemwas discovered,the data disk-handling

procedurewas changed _u include a reformattingstep for all storagedisks

just prior to use. A second problemwas discoveredwhen an electrostatic

precipitatorin the general vicinity of the data logger was tested during an

off-shift. The dischargefrom the precipitatorinterferedwith the data

collection and in one case caused the program to crash. Once this problemwas

discovered,data collectionwas suspendedwhile electrostaticprecipitation

tests were conducted. A third problem occurred when maintenancepersonnel

turned off the power to the data logger while trying to de-energizea

differentc_rcuit. This causea the program to crash and 46 hours of

informationwere lost during the week followingthe fourth lift (hours 554

through 600). The buildingmanager was notified to prevent reoccurrenceof

this problem.

Tne amount of data lost compared to the total collectedwas relatively

small. In graphs and data analysis,the gaps in the data are approximated

with a straight line.

Thermal informationwas obtained from both the gradient and the lift

molds. The thermal inform_Ltionfrom the gradient mold is discussed in

Sections 6.1 through 6.2. This informationwas used to determine the

differentcuring conditionsof the core samples taken from the mold and to

calculatean adiabatictemperaturerise.

The thermal informationfrom the lift mold is discussed in Sections 6.3

through 6.6. Section6.3 discussesthe convective/evaporativecoolingof the

grout in the lift mold and compares _he results to those obtained in tests

conductedprior to grout production. Section6.4 looks at the short-term
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temperatureprofiles as the differentlifts are added. Section 6.5 discusses

the abilityof this lift scenario to controlthe early heat release from the

grout, while Section6.6 examines the short-termdata and estimatesthe long-

term temperaturesin the lift mold.

6.1 GRADIENT MOLD THERMAL PROFILES

Figures 6.1 through 6.4 show temperatureprofiles of vertical cross

sectionsof the grout in the gradient mold. These profiles were taken at the

peak temperatureand after I, 2, and 3 weeks of curing. The peak temperature

was 86°C and occurred 74 hours after completingthe pour. By the end of the

third week, the center of the mold had cooled to temperaturesbelow 55oC.

The main objectiveof the gradient mold was to have differentportions of

the grout cure under significantlydifferentcuring profiles. The curing

temperatureof grout 3 in. from the edge of the mold was maintained below

55oC, while the grout at the center of the gradient mold reachedtemperatures

as high as 86°C. Analyses of core samplestaken at different radial distances

from the mold wall will help determinethe effects of differentcuring

profiles on the final propertiesof the grout. The analyses of the core

sampleswill be discussed in a later report.

6.2 ADIABATICCALCULATIONS

Thermal informationfrom the center of the gradient mold was used to

calculatean adiabatictemperaturerise. This calculationuses the thermal

conductivityand measured thermalgradients in the grout to determine the

amount of heat lost from a specificvolume of grout. The heat loss above that

necessaryto account for the observed temperaturedrop is assumedto be

hydrationheat. This heat is added back to the grout to calculate the

adiabatictemperaturerise. Equationsused to calculatethe adiabatic

temperaturerise are shown in the Appendix.

Figure 6.5 shows the observed and calculated adiabatictemperatureas a

function of time. The calculated adiabatictemperaturerise after 7 weeks of

curing (assuminga starting temperatureof 40°C) is 57°C, and the maximum

calculatedadiabatictemperatureis 97oC.
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Assuming the specificheat of the solids in the grout is 0.2 cal/g°C, the

mass-weighted,average specificheat of the grout (solidsand water) is 0.527

cal/g°C. Using this value as the specific heat and a grout density of 12.72

Ib/gal,the calculatedheat release from the grout after 7 weeks is 5100

Btu/cubic ft. The total amount of heat generated in this formulationover the

' first 7 weeks is significantlyless than the heat generated from the grout

formulationused in the previous DSSF pilot-scaletest (Lokken 1992). The

measured adiabatictemperaturerise shows that this grout formulationwill

require pouring in lifts and forced convective/evaporativecooling to maintain

temperaturesbelow 90°C. However, the total amount of heat that will have to

be removed to control the grout temperaturesis less than that required for

the previous DSSF formulation.

6.3 CONVECTIVE/EVAPORATIVECOOLING

The current philosophyfor dealing with the grout hydrationheat is to

pour the grout in lifts and use increasedairflows in the grout vault to

increasethe rate of heat removal. Currentplans call for installationof

equipmentthat will provide 3600 CFM of airflow.

The main goals of the lift mold were to measure how much heat the planned

convective/evaporativecooling could remove from the grout surface,and

measure the effectsof this cooling on the temperaturesin the grout.

However, it is also importantto know how changes in the airflow might affect

the heat removed from the grout. Therefore,two sets of heat removal tests

were conductedwith the lift mold. The first set of tests studiedthe heat

removal for differentairflows and liquid surfaceconditions. In this case,

the surface of the grout was simulatedby a liquid layer placed in the bottom

of the lift mold. These tests are referred to as the convective/evaporative

cooling tests.

For the convective/evaporativecooling tests, a target airflow rate of 13

standardcubic feet per minute (scfm) was determinedby maintainingthe

airflow/coolingsurfacearea ratio the same for the lift mold as is planned

for the productionvault. In other words, a 13 scfm airflow in the pilot-

scale tests will supply the same volumetricairflowper unit area of cooling

surface as a 3600 scfm airflow in the productionsystem. Higher (24 and 36
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scfm) and lower (6 scfm) flow rates were investigatedto determine the effects

on the heat removal rate. Because the proposed airflows in the production

vault are more familiar to most readers,the airflow numbers throughoutthe

report are given as "modeledproduction airflow (actualpilot-scale

airflows)." For example, if an airflowof 13 scfm was tested, the report will

list the airflow as 3600 (13) scfm.

The anticipatedheat removalrates from the grout can also be calculated

by taking the heat removedper unit area of cooling surface in the lift mold

and multiplyingby the area of cooling surface in the production vault.

Again, since the anticipatedheat removal rates from the production vault are

more familiarto most readers,the heat removal values throughout the report

that are calculated from lift mold data will be given as "anticipated"heat

removal rate (actualpilot-scaleheat removal rate). For example, a heat

removal rate of 720 Btu/hr in the pilot-scalelift mold will be reported as

200,000 (720) Btu/hr.

The second set of tests measured the heat removed from the grout surface

as the successivelifts were poured into the mold. An airflow of 13 scfm was

used for all the grout surface.heatremoval tests.

6.3.1 Descriotionof Convective/EvaporativeCoolinqTesla@

The experimentalsetup for these tests are schematicallyshown in

Figure 6.6. An immersionheater was placed in the liquid at the bottom of the

mold. At the start of each test, the liquid in the lift mold was heated to a

temperatureof 48° to 50°C. At this point, the power to the heater was turned

off and the butterflyvalve was set to obtain the desired airflow rate through

the lift mold. The inlet and outlet air conditions,the liquid temperature,

and the airflow rate were recordedevery 5 minutes as the liquid cooled

through the temperaturerange of 30° to 45oC. These parameters were used to

calculatea heat removalrate as a function of liquid temperature. These

tests were conducted in the 324 Building highbayto reduce fluxuationsin

inlet air conditions. However, inlet air conditions still varied between 17°

to 27oC and 18% to 32% RH.

Heat removal from water and from a 3.2-M solutionof sodium nitrate was

investigated. This second solutionhad a vapor pressuredepression of

approximately10%. The vapor pressuredepression of this NaNO3 solution
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approximatesthe vapor pressuredepressionmeasured over a solution of

simulated 106 AN waste.

6.3.2 Resultsof Convective/EvaporativeCoolinqTests

Figures6.7 and 6.8 show that the heat removal was a strong function of

liquid temperaturewith 2 to 3 times more heat removal at 45oC compared to

30oC. The rate of airflow also affectedheat removal rates. Increasingthe

airflow from 1660 (6) scfm to 3600 (13) scfm significantlyincreasedthe heat

removal rates. The outlet air conditions in the 1660 (6) scfm case were

saturated(100% RH for the water, 96.5% RH for the salt solution)for all

liquid temperaturestested. This indicatesthat the potentialfor evaporation

of the water or salt solution was greater than the removal rate of a 1660 (6)

scfm airflow. Increasingthe airflow to 3600 (13) scfm removed sufficient

quantitiesof water to bring the outlet conditions below saturationfor liquid

temperaturesbelow 3goc. Thus, at 3600 (13) scfm the evaporationrate from

the surfacebecame the limitingprocess, and cooling was not proportionalto

airflow.

Increasingthe airflows to 6650 (24) and 9970 (36) scfm increasedthe

heat removalat higher liquid temperatures,where the outlet _onditionswere

still saturatedin the 3600 (13) scfm case. However, these higher airflows

had less effect at the lower liquid temperatureswhere evaporationwas the

rate limitingstep. An adequateairflow in the productionvault is therefore,

dependenton the expected surfacetemperatures. If high surfacetemperatures

are expected,higher airflows in the production vault would be worth pursuing.

However, if low surfacetemperaturesare expected,the current plans for using

3600 CFM are adequate.

Figure 6.9 shows that heat removalrates from a NaNO3 solution are lower

t_an the heat removalrates from the water. The crossing of the curves at

higher temperaturesis thought to be due to experimentalstartuperrors as the

system came to a steady state. The lower heat removal rates are probably due

to the reducedwater vapor pressureat the liquid/air interface. Reduced heat

removal rates for the salt solutionwere found with all four airflows tested.

The relative amountsof heat that were removed due to sensible heat and

evaporationwere also determined. Over the entire temperaturerange

investigated,82% to 96% of the heat loss was the due to evaporation. Thus,
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evaporationwater must be availablefrom the free liquid, rinse water, and/or

grout pour solution for effectivecooling.

6.3.3 DetermininqAdequate Airflow Rate_

Heat removal from the grout can be viewed as a two-step process. First,

the heat conducts through the grout to the surface. The heat is then removed

by the airflow. If the airflow removes enough heat to make the conduction

throughthe grout, the slower,rate-limitingstep, then the flow would be

consideredadequate. Therefore, it is importantto relate these two steps to

determinewhich is likely to limit the heat removal and determine the length

of the pour schedule.

The convective/evaporativecooling tests show that the amount of heat

removed from a liquid surface increasessignificantlywith increasingliquid

temperature. On the other hand, the rate of heat transfer through the grout

is controlled by the thermal gradient establishedbetween the interior and

surface of the grout. As the surfacetemperatureincreases,the gradient

becomes smaller, and the amount of heat transferredto the surface is reduced.

Therefore, the temperaturewill come to a pseudo-steadystate at a point where

the heat removed from the grout through conduction is equal to the

convective/evaporativeheat removed from the liquid at the grout surface.

Figure 6.10 graphicallyshows the relationshipbetween surface cooling and

heat conductionthrough the grout. The surfacecooling data shown in this

figure are for airflowsof 1660 (6), 3600 (13), and 9970 (36) scfm over a

solution of NaNO3. The heat conductionrates assume that the grout I ft below

the surface is at a given temperatureand the thermalgradient from that point

to the surface is linear. A thermal conductivityof 0.81W/m°K is assumed for

the grout. The pseudo-steadystate surfacetemperaturesare where the

conductionand convective/evaporativesurfacecooling curves intersect.

To determinewhich of the two steps in the heat removal is rate limiting,

first examine a case where the airflow is kept constant [3600 (13) scfm] and

the grout temperature1 ft below the surfaceis varied. If grout I ft below

the surface is at a temperatureof 90°C, Figure 6.10 shows that the surface

temperature is about 35°C and the heat removal is about 350,000 Btu/hr. When

grout I ft below the surface cools to 70°C, the surface temperaturefalls to

31°C and the heat removalrate drops to about 230,000 Btu/hr. If the grout I
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ft below the surfacecools to 50°C, the surfacetemperaturefalls to 27°C and

the heat removal rate falls to about 110,000 Btu/hr. Thus, the temperatureof

the grout near the surfacehas a strong effect on the heat removal rate.

Next consider the case where the temperatureof the grout I ft below the

surface is held at a constant 70°C while the airflow is varied. At an airflow

of 3600 (13) scfm, the surfacetemperatureis 31°C and the heat removal rate

is about 230,000 Btu/hr. Increasingthe airflow2.75 times to 9970 (36) scfm

reduces the surface temperatureto 27oC but only increasesthe heat removal

slightlyto 250,000 Btu/hr. Reducing the airflowto 1660 (6) scfm increases

the surfacetemperatureto 36°C but only reduces the heat removal slightlyto

about 210,000 Btu/hr. Comparingthe two cases shows that adjustingthe

airflow either up or down does not significantlyimpact the heat removal

rates, while changing the gradient in the grout near the surface has a

significantimpact. This suggests that the rate limiting step is the

conductionof heat to the grout surface. Increasingthe planned airflow rates

will not remove significantlymore heat or shortenthe pour schedules.

Figure 6.10 also shows that the pseudo-steadystate surface temperatures

for the 3600 (13) scfm case are generallyquite low. Even if the grout I ft

below the surface reached a temperatureof gOoC, the surfacetemperature is

only 36°C. Since the pseudo-steadystate surfacetemperaturesare low, the

evaporationrate is the rate-controllingstep and higher airflows are not

required to remove the evaporatedwater (i.e. the outlet air conditionswill

not be saturated).

This analysis indicatesthat the planned airflow is adequate and that

increasingthe blower size will not significantlyshorten the pour schedule.

However, this analysis treats the conductionof heat through the grout in a

very simple manner. Current WHC modeling effortsshould includetest cases

• that vary the airflows to confirm the conclusionsof this analysis.

6.3.4 Coolinq of Grout Surfaces

Airflow data were collectedfor all four lifts, but the analyses

generallyconcentrateon the second and third lifts. The second lift is more

representativeof the majority of the lifts that will be poured into the

vault, since it is poured on top of the cooled first lift and is covered by

the third lift I week later. The environmentfor the third lift is similarto
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the second but did not have the rinse water placed on the surface. Therefore,

comparisonsbetween the second and third lift should be the most accurate.

The instantaneousheat removal rates calculatedfrom the changes in the

inlet and outlet air conditionsare shown for the second lift in Figure 6.11.

The highest rate measured was just over 200,000 (720) Btu/hr and was obtained

shortly after the completionof the pour. Figure 6.11 also shows the average

temperatureobtained from three thermocouplesplaced at the liquid layer/grout

surface interface. The 200,000 (720) Btu/hr heat removalobtained for a

liquid temperatureof 2goC is in agreementwith the heat removal rates

determined in the airflow tests. The high initial heat removal is due to the

early hydrationof the grout near the surface and due to the fact that the

grout enters the mold at an elevatedtemperature. A steep thermal gradient is

initiallyestablishedwhich rapidly transfersheat to the surface. As grout

near the surface cools, a less steep gradient is established,and the heat

removal rate decreases.

Past the initialheat release, the data show two trends. The first trend

is the 24-hourcycling period that correspondsto the day/night temperature

cycles. Figure 6.12 shows an expanded 24-hour temperaturecycle that also

includesthe inlet and outlet temperatures. As the inlet temperature

increasesand peaks, the heat removaldrops off and reaches a low. The warmer ,

inlet air and the reduced heat loss from the grout cause the liquid

temperatureto increase slightly. As the inlet temperaturedrops, the heat

removal rate from the warmer liquid goes up significantly. The increasedheat

loss from the grout and the cooler inlet air reduce the surface temperature,

and the heat removal rate peaks and falls off. The 24-hour pattern repeats

when the inlet air temperatureincreases.

The second trend is the gradual reduction in the heat removal rate over

the week. This gradual reduction is due to the reduced steepnessof the

thermalgradient in the grout as the grout heat production rate slows and the

temperatureswithin the grout are reduced. o

The absence of a liquid layer on the third lift did not affect the heat

removalrates (see Figure 6.13). However, the surfacetemperatureof the

third lift had greater temperaturefluctuationsthan the liquid temperatureof

the second lift. The trend for the average surface temperatureto increase
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over the week for the third lift was due to a similar trend in the inlet air

temperatures.

The expanded 24-hour period of the surface, inlet, and outlet

temperaturesfor the third lift (see Figure 6.14) are similarto that for the

second lift. The heat removal rate peaks when the surfacetemperaturepeaks.

However,the grout surfacetemperaturefollowsthe inlet air temperaturemore

closely than the second lift liquid temperature. This probably explains the

greater surfacetemperaturefluctuationsseen in the third lift.

The total amount of heat removedand the total quantity of water

evaporatedfor the l-week cooling period for each lift was calculated from the

changes in the inlet and outlet air conditions. These values are shown in

Table 6.1. The total amount of water evaporated in the third lift was less

than the amount of water evaporated in the second lift, while the heat removed

from the third lift was greater. This is the only indicationthat the grout

surfacewas drier for the third lift than for the other lifts.

The main conclusionsthat can be drawn from the grout heat removal tests

is that an airflow of 3600 (13) scfm is sufficientto cool the grout surface

with or without a layer of cooling water. Although there were some

indicationsthat the grout surface in the third lift was drying out_ this

drying did not significantlyaffect the abilityto remove heat with the

airflow.

TABLE 6.1. Total Heat and Water RemovedWith Convective/EvaporativeCooling

Total Heat Total Water
Removed Evaporated Lift Temperature

Lift Number (Btu ± 6%)(a) (qal ± 6%)_} Reduction (°C)

I 79,900 8.5 19.3

• 2 70,800 7.9 17.2

3 77,600 7.0 18.8

4 99,200 9.9 24.0

(a) Calculated from changes in the inlet and outlet air conditions.
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6.3.5 Coolinq Water/GroutInteractiorl_

One concept for maximizing the cooling effect of increasedventilation in

the grout vault was to add additionalwater to the top of each lift to assure

that sufficientwater was present for evaporativecooling. In these tests,

approximately1.5 in. of rinse water (20 gal) were added to the first, second,

and fourth lifts. This quantity of water was added to assure that the

majority of the surfacewas covered with water during the week between lifts.

No rinse water was added to the top of the third lift. The effects of this

layer on grout cooling are discussed in Section6.3.4. However, additional

effects were noted that are believed to be due to placing rinse water on top

of the uncured grout.

At the completionof the first lift, the layer of liquid at the grout

surfacewas approximately1.5 in. deep. Just prior to pouring the second

lift, half of the grout surfacewas exposed,while the other half was covered

by a thin (approximatelyI/4 in.) layer of water. The estimatedwater

remainingon the surfacewas I to 2 gal. The exposed portion had a muddy

appearanceand may have been poorly solidified.

The water layer, after completingthe second lift and adding the rinse

water, was again about 1.5 in. Figure 6.15 shows the surface of the second

lift after 7 days. The majorit'yoi:the surfacewas still coveredwith a thin

(approximatelyI/4") layer of liquid. The estimatedwater remainingon the

surfacewas 3 to 5 gal. The surfacehas the same appearanceas the first

lift.

As the third lift was poured, the liquid remainingon the grout surface

was pushed to the side of the mold, away from the inlet, and formed a pool in

one end of the mold. This 3 to 5 gal of liquid was removed after the

completionof the run. Figure 6.16 shows that the surface of the third lift

after 7 days is dry and is covered by fine white salt crystals. The grout did

not have the muddy surface appearancepresent in the first two lifts.

The liquid layer, after adding the rinse water at the completionof the

fourth lift, was about 2 in. deep. After 24 hours, the liquid at the surface

was gone. A small leak in the mold outer liner indicatedthat this water was

lost due to a leak in the inner liner as opposedto evaporationor adsorption
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by the grout, lt was not possible to estimate the quantity of material that

leaked through the inner liner by the small quantity (<50 ml) of material that

leaked through the outer liner. After I week, the top I to 2 in. of grout had

not solidified. The grout surface after I week is shown in Figure 6.17.

As noted above, there appeared to be a poorly solidified layer on the

grout surface for those lifts that 1.5 in. of rinse water was placed on top of

the freshly poured grout. The surfaceof the third lift, where the liquid was

removed,and the surfacesof the gradient mold and all the 55-gal drums, where

no rinse water was added, did not have this layer. The addition of rinse

water cools the grout and dilutes the waste near the surface. This might

allow increasedsettling and segregationof the dry-blendcomponents leaving

the less dense attapulgiteclay and the finer fly ash particles at the

surface. The conditionof these layers after coveringwith subsequent lifts

is not known. If these layersdo not solidify after being covered by the

subsequentlifts, they would be a concern.

Floodingthe lift surfacewith 1.5 in. of water was based on two

assumptions: I) a layer of water on the grout surfacewas required for

cooling, and 2) flooding the surfacewith water would not effect the grout

curing. However, the heat removal informationpresentedin Section 6.3.4

' indicatedthat the layer of water was not necessaryfor effective cooling.

The poorly solidifiedlayer on lift 4 indicatesthat at least the short-term

curing of the grout was negativelyaffected by flooding the surface. Based on

these results, the grout surface should not be flood_dwith I to 2 in. of

water (4000 to 8000 gal in the production vault) immediatelyafter completion

of the pour. Only the water necessaryto rinse the grout pipe should be

placed on top of the lift. This water, along with the water from the grout

pore solution,should be used to supply the evaporationwater necessary for

cooling. Analyses of core samples taken from the lift mold will concentrate

on the lift interfaceregions and will be discussedin later reports.

• Since the pore solutionwater may become the main source for the

evaporationwater, the amount of water necessaryto cool the grout was

calculatedand compared to the amount of water that might be available from

the grout pore solution. The amount of water required to cool the grout was

calculatedassuming that 80% of the heat removalwas due to evaporationand
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that the grout would have to be cooled by 20=C. The other 20% of the heat

removal is assumed to be due to heating the inlet air. Using these

assumptions,0.016 g of water are requiredto cool each gram of grout.

Consideringthat the grout is composed of 41.3 wt% water, about 4% of the

total water would have to evaporateto cool the grout. This indicatesthat

there may be sufficientwater in the grout to supply the evaporationwater.

However, as water evaporates,the pore solutionwill become more concentrated.

As a result,the vapor pressure depressionat the surfacemay reduce the

cooling efficiencyof the increasedairflow. If this is the case, additional

evaporationwater could be added after the grout has cured for several days.

A better understandingof how the vapor pressure at the grout surface changes

as water evaporateswould help determine if additionalevaporationwater was

necessary.

i

6.4 SHORT-TERMTEMPERATUREpROFILES IN _IFT MOLD

The short term temperatureprofiles observed in the lift mold are shown

in Figures 6.18 through 6.25. These profiles show the side view centerline

(i.e. 1.5 ft from the front and back inner surfaces of the mold) temperatures

of the grout. In the followingdiscussions,the center of a lift refers to

the area I ft below the surfaceof the grout block at the completionof the

lift. Two profileswere taken for each of the four lifts placed in the mold.

One profile was taken when the center of each new lift was at its peak

temperature(about 33 hours after completionof the lift pour), and the second

profilewas taken I week after completionof the lift pour.

The peak thermal profile in the first lift (Figure6.18) shows that the

heat loss from the grout is primarilythrough the top surfacewith some heat

loss through the bottom surface. The heat loss throughthe side surfaces for

this short time period are relativelysmall. The warmest areas are just below

the center of the lift. After i week of cooling (Figure6.19), the warmest

temperaturesin the mold are 40o to 44oC and below the center of the lift.

The peak thermal profile in the second lift (Figure6.20) shows that the

warmest area after pouringthe second lift is near the center of the second

lift and shifted slightly towards the cooling air outlet side of the mold.

Heat from the second lift is conducted into the cooled First lift and lost to
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the cooling air at the surface. After cooling for 1 week, the different lifts

can no longer be distinguishedfrom the thermal profiles (Figure6.21). The

warmest area (44° to 48°C) is centered about 2 ft below the grout surface and

is slightlywarmer than the first lift after a week of cooling.

The peak thermal profile in the third lift (Figure6.22) shows that the

warmest area in the third lifts shifts down slightly and is a little below the

center of the third lift. The warmest area is again shifted slightly towards

• the cooling air outlet side of the mold. After I week of cooling (Figure

6.23), the differentlifts can no longer be distinguishedfrom the thermal

profiles. The warmest area is centered about 2 ft below the surface and has

again increasedin temperature(relativeto the second lift) to 44° to 52°C.

The peak thermalprofiles for the fourth lift (Figure6.24) show the

warmest areas again shift down and are below the center of the lift. The

warmest area is not shifted toward the cooling air outlet side of the mold.

After I week of cooling (Figure6.25), the thermal profiles show that all four

lifts are acting like a single monolith. The warmest area has shifteddown

slightly relative to the third lift and is centered about 2.5 ft below the

surface. The warmest temperaturesin the grout have risen to 52° to 56°C.

Examiningthe general trends for all four lifts indicatesthat there is a

temperaturebuildup occurringas the successivelifts are added. The first

lift is effectivelycooled during the first week because heat is lost through

the mold bottom. When the second lift is poured, some of the initial

hydrationheat from the second lift goes into reheating the first lift. As a

result, the _eak temperaturesin the second lift are low. However, the grout

in the first lift also acts as insulationand reducesthe amount of heat from

the second lift that is lost through the bottom of the mold. Therefore, once

the first lift is reheated,most of the heat that is lost from the second lift

• is lost through the surface. Lower overallheat loss leads to warmer

temperaturesin the grout when the third lift is poured. As a result, heat

. loss into the warmer cured grout of the second lift is not as great when the

third lift is poured. This increasesthe maximum peak temperatureof the

third lift and shifts the warmest area down below the lift center since the

proportionof heat lost through the surface is now greater. This pattern

continuesfor the fourth lift.
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The buildup of temperatureseen in the first four lifts, however, is

probably self limiting. As the grout temperaturesget warmer, the thermal

gradient in the grout conducts more heat to the surfacewhere it can be

removed by the airflow. The total amount of heat removed for lifts 2 through

4 (see Table 6.1) shows the beginningof this trend.

Changes in the plenum height as the mold is filled (e.g. reduced

residencetime) and/or changing the surfaceconditions of the grout (e.g.

removing the cooling-waterlayer in the third lift) could contribute to the

heat buildup if they reducedthe cooling effect of the forced airflow.

However, Table 6.1 shows that the total heat removed from the upper lifts

increases. Thus, heat buildup in the grout as opposed to decreasedcooling

efficiency is the better explanationfor the observed behavior.

Shifting of the warmest areas to the cooling air outlet side of the mold

is probably due to enhanced heat loss on the cooling air inlet side (i.e.

cooler, drier inlet air is more effectivein cooling the grout surface).

6.5 SHORT-TERM PEAK TEMPERATURESIN LIFT MOLD

One of the main concerns when trying to controlthe temperatureof the

grout by pouring in lifts is that the initialhydrationheat is released so

rapidly that the surfacecooling does not adequatelycontrol the maximum

temperatures. There is currently insufficientinformationfor this grout

formulationto know if short-duration,high-temperaturepeaks early in the

curing cycle will adverselyaffect the final grout properties. Table 6.2

shows the slurry-pouringtemperature,the highestmold temperaturesrecorded

after the l-week cooling periods, and the maximum lift temperatures. The

maximum lift te:_eraturesranged from a low of 58°C in the second lift to a

high of 6g=c in the fourth lift. This variationwas explained in Section 6.4

as a gradual buildupof heat as the successivelifts are poured. However,

there is also a general Lrend that relatesmaximum lift temperaturesto the

pour temperature. Higher maximum temperatureswould be expected for higher

pouring temperaturessince the starting point for the temperatureincrease is

higher and also becausethe early hydrationreaction kinetics are higher. The

maximum short-termtemperaturesobtained for each lift are probably a

combinationof both effects.
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TABLE 6.2. Observed Lift TemperatureVariations

Pouring Range of Maximum Mold Maximum Lift
Temperature TemperaturesAfter l-Week Temperature

Lift Number (oC) Cooling Period (°C) (°C)

, 1 38-43 44-44 66

2 37-39 44-48 58

3 39-40 48-52 62

4 41-43 52-56 69

6.6 ESTIMATIONOF LONG-TERMTEMPERATURESIN LIFT MOLD

To lot'.at the long-termtemperatureprofilesof grout poured in lifts, a

calculationof the adiabatictemperatureof grout near the center of the

second lift was conducted. This calculationwas similarto the one conducted

for the gradient mold (see Appendix) but used a rectangularbox insteadof a

cylinder for the heat balance calculation. The rectangularbox was 22.5 in.

wide x 9 in. deep x 4 in. thick and had its centroid located at the lift

centroid. The surfaces of this box were grouped into the side surfaces and

the top and bottom surfaces. For the adiabaticcalculation,heat loss from

all surfaceswas added back to the grout. A second "CalculatedLift

Temperature"was determinedby adding the heat lost through the sides to

the observed temperatures,since th_se losses would not be present in the

center of the vault (e.g. conductionlosses through the i,.loldinsulation). The

heat lost/gainedthrough the top and bottom surfaceswere assumed to be "real"

losses/gains. This analysiswas conductedfor both the second and third

lifts.

The calculated adiabatictemperaturerise for the gradient mold, second

• lift, and third lift are shown in Table 6.3. There is excellentagreement

betweenthe calculatednumbers from th_,.gradient _old and the second lift.

" The calculatednumbers from the third lift are 8° to I0°C higher but are still

in reasonable agreementwith the other calculatednumbers.
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TABLE 6.3. Comparisonof CalculatedAdiabaticTemperatures

Average Calculated Calculated
Pour Curing Adiabatic Temperature

Temperature Time Temperature Rise
Adiabatic Calculation (oC) . (Hr) (°C) (oC)

Gradient Mold 40 1150 97 57 I

Gradient Mold 40 g78 g6 56

Gradient Mold 40 813 g6 56 "

Lift 2 38 g78 g7 59

Lift 3 3g.5 813 107 67.5

The calculatedadiabatictemperature,calculated lift temperature,and

actual lift temperaturefor the second lift are shown in Figure 6.26. The

calculatedlift temperatureshows that the surface cooling and the heat loss

into the cooled first lift effectivelycontrolthe early temperaturesin the

second lift. However, once the second lift is coveredwith the third lift,

heat from the third lift increasesthe temperaturein the second lift. After

the fourth lift is poured, the adiabatictemperatureand the calculated lift

temperaturecurves are essentiallyparallel. The shape of the calculated lift

temperaturecurve indicatesthat coolingthe surface does not significantly

affect grout located 5 ft below the surface. Thus, these curves indicate that

e_s_ntiallyall the benefits derivedfrom cooling the surfaceof 'he lift are

obtained in the first week. However,the net gain cannot be assessed until

the end of the second week when heat from the lift above has been included.

Beyond the second week, the grout is c-verp.dby enough new grout that cooling

of the surfac_will have little effect. The net reductionfrom the adiabatic

curing temperaturedue to surfacecooling of the second lift after 2 weeks was

on the order of 30°C. Table 6.1 shows that the total heat removed during the

week the secondlift is cooled is 70,800 Btu, which would account for a 17.2°C

temperaturereduction. Since the grout at the edges of the mold is cooler

than the center portion of the grout, the total loss from the surface will be

less than that lost from the middle. Thus, the total heat removed from the

grout is in reasonableagreementwith the above calculationsthat indicate a

net 30°C temperaturereduction.
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A similar analysiswas conductedon the grout temperaturesobtained at

the center of the third lift. Figure 6.27 shows that the same general

patterns are obtained. The net reductionfrom the adiabatic curing

temperaturedue to surfacecooling of the third lift after 2 weeks was also on

the order of 30°C. One notable differenceis the widening of the calculated
a

lift temperatureand adiabaticcurves. This widening indicatesthat the

surfacecooling is removingheat from the third lift. However, only four

• pours were conductedand the center of the third lift was never more than 3 ft

from the surface. If the lift sequence had continuedbeyond the fourth lift,

there probably would have been little additionalheat removal from this

portion of the grout.

Assuming that the net temperaturereductionderived from cooling a 2-ft

lift for I week is on the order of 30°C, and a conservativeadiabatic

temperaturerise of the grout is on the order of 70oC, the total temperature

rise of grout in the vault will be on the order of 40°C. If the grout is

poured at 40oC, the final grout temperaturepredictedfrom the pilot-scale

informationshould be on the order of 80°C. This indicatesthat the heat

removedwith the airflowduring a 1-week cooling period should preventgrout

temperaturesfrom exceeding90oC in the productionvault.

This analysis of the long-term,lift mold temperaturesindicatesthat the

amount of heat removed by convective/evaporativecooling from a 2-ft lift

during a l-week coolingperiod should preventgrout temperaturesfrom

exceedinggooc. However, this may not be the optimum schedule and modeling of

the full-scalevault is recommendedto determinethe best pour schedule. This

modeling should includeI) the actual lift scenario,which includes a 24-hour

pouring period, 2) heat release from the grout as a function of temperature

and extent of reaction,3) a temperature-dependentheat-removalrate from the

• surface, and 4) the slower heat removalmechanisms present in the vauit.
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FIGURE 6.1. Thermal Profileof Grout in Gradient Mold After 74 Hours (peak
center temperature)
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. FIGURE 6.15_ Surface of Second Lift I Week After Pouring
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FIGURE 6.16. Surfaceof Third Lift I Week After Pouring
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FIGURE 6.17. Surfaceof Fourth Lift I Week After Pouring
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7.0 POST RUN EQUIPMENTOBSERVATIONS

Three weeks after completionof the fourth lift, the grout equipmentwas

disassembledand inspectedfor grout buildup and mixer wear.

" 7.1 GROUT BUILDUP

The grout buildup in the equipmentwas the result of three aborted runs

on the first day that grout was processed,the main grout pour 2 days later,

and three smaller lift pours spaced at l-week intervals. The pump restart

tests were also conductedprior to inspection. At the conclusion of each of

these runs, 25 gal of water was used to rinse the mixer, surge tank, grout

pump, and grout pipe. After this water was pumped to the mold or dumpster, an

additional15 gal of water was circulatedthrough the mixer, surge tank, and

grout pump for 10 minutes. This water was then pumped to the dumpster. No

attemptwas made to remove the water that remained in the grout pipe.

The grout buildup in the mixer occurs in severaldifferent locations

starting at the dry-blend inlet and continuingthroughoutthe mixer. Figure

7.1 shows a large amount of grout buildup in the rectangularportion of the

dry-blendinlet. Grout buildupwas also noted in the dry-blend inlet line

from the shaker screen (see Figure 7.2). While operating,these areas are not

exposedto moisture, and grout should not form. However, rinses of the dry-

blend inlet might introducewater that can form grout in subsequentruns. In

addition,during the waste feed interruption,which caused an unscheduled

shutdownduring the main productionrun, wetted material had backed up into

the dry-blendfeed tube. This may have been when the grout in the rectangular

area of the dry-blend inlet formed. The buildup in the dry-blend inlet line

was the only area that had to be cleaned between runs to prevent grout

productionproblems.
i

Figure 7.3 shows a thin layer of grout buildup on the lid of the mixer.

• This layer shows the tolerancebetweenthe mixer paddles and the mixer lid.

Grout buildup in this location is probably not an operationalconcern because

large pieces that fall off during productionwill be reduced to a small enough

size to pass through the pump. However, this area may be difficult to

decontaminate.
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Figures7.4 and 7.5 show the interiorof the mixer. The paddles under

the waste inlet are very clean, while the other paddles and the dry-blend feed

screws have patches of grout. This impliesthat direct impingementof water

will clean off the uncured grout, while other portions,which are simply

wetted with water, will not be cleaned. Again, these patches of grout pose no

problems during production but may be difficultto decontaminate.

Buildup in the grout dischargefunnel is shown in Figure 7.6. In areas
q

where grout flow is continuous,there is little buildup. Areas that are

exposed to only splashedmaterialshave a significantbuildup. The discharge

is designed differently in the productionfacility,and the pattern of grout

buildupwill probably be different.

Figures7.7 and 7.8 show that no large areas of grout buildup occur in

the surge tank but that a thin layer of material coats most of the interior

surface. The clean areas on the surge tank lid again show that direct

impingementby the water spray will remove the unsolidifiedgrout. [he spray

nozzle used in the surge tank cloggedeasily and generallydid a poor job of

rinsingthe surge tank. An improved spray nozzle design could reduce the

buildup in the surge tank. The grout retained in the surge tank should not

present an operationalproblem but may be difficultto completely
4

decontaminate.

Figure 7.9 shows the grout buildup at the pump inlet. The design of the

pump inlet has a dead spot that traps grout at the completionof a run. Water

rinses removed enough grout to prevent operationaldifficulties,but this area

will requiredecontamination.

Figure 7.10 shows the small amount of grout buildup at the pump outlet.

T;lisbuildup is where stagnantgrout would tend to settle and probably

occurred after allowinggrout to sit in this area during the restart tests.

Therefore,grout buildup in this area during normal operationswould probably

not be a concern.

The initial25 gal of rinse water used to Flush the systems amounted to

approximately7.5 pipe volumes. Seven and one half pipe volumes of rinse

water in the productionsystem would equate to approximately600 gal of water.

At the end of the 25-gal rinse, the water at the pipe dischargewas Fairly
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clean and was probably adequate. However, since the grout pipe had to be used

for four separate runs, the 15 gal of recirculatedrinse water was also pumped

through the grout pipe 15 minutes later.

A different procedurewas used for the final flush of the grout pipe.

Insteadof immediatelyflushingthe pipe with 25 gal of water, the 25 gal of

rinse water was first recirculatedthrough the grout equipmentfor 10 minutes

before the pipe rinse was conducted. Thus, the total rinse water used for the

' final rinse was 7.5 pipe volumesof water.

Previous pilot-scaleruns had encounteredproblems when attemptingto

reuse the grout pipeline. However,the proposed rinse at that time was only 2

to 3 pipe volumes of water. No problemswere encounteredwhen the grout pipe

was reused four times for these tests, so the 40-gal flush (11.2 pipe volumes)

was adequate. This rinse was also adequateto prevent buildup in the three-

way valves used to divert the grout flow.

The last rinse used 7.5 pipe volumesof water. Three weeks after the

completion of the last rinse, the interiorof the grout pipe was examined at

several points along its length. No buildupof grout was observed.

7.2 MIXER WEAR
l

Significantwear on the first set of mixer paddles and the dry-blend feed

screwswas observed in previouspilot-scalepours (Fow et al. 1987). For the

current pilot-scaletests, dry-blendfeed screws were replaced with stellite

feed screws and the first four pairs of mixer paddles were replacedwith

stellite-tippedpaddles. Since the productionmixer has stellite components,

the wear seen in this pilot-scaletest should be more representativeof the

wear that might be expected in the productionequipment. Figure 7.5 shows

that there is little wear on either the first paddle or the feed screws. This

• indicatesthat stellite componentsreduce wear concerns.
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FIGURE7.1. GroutBuildupat MixerInlet 4
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• FIGURE7.2. GroutBuildupin Dry-BlendInletLine
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FIGURE 7.3. Grout Buildup on Mixer Lid
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• FIGURE7.4• GroutBuildupon MixerPaddles
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FIGURE 7,$. StelliteTipped Mixer Paddles Under Waste Feed Inlet
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FIGURE 7.6. Grout Buildup at Mixer Discharge
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FIGURE 7.7. Grout Buildup in Surge Tank
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. FIGURE 7.8. Grout Buildup on Surge Tank Lid
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FIGURE7.9. GroutBuildupat Pump Inlet
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. FIGURE 7.10. Grout Buildup at Pump Discharge
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B.O CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

The followingconclusionsand recommendationsare based on the resultsof

the pilot-scaletests.

• 8.I CONCLUSIONS

The pilot-scaletesting satisfiedthe originalobjectives. The

conclusionsdrawn from the testing are listed below:

• The grout producedwith a dry-blend formulationconsisting of 14 wt%
attapulgiteclay, 20 wt% cement, and 66 wt% class F fly ash showed
significantshear thickeningand had calculated critical flow rates at
the pipe dischargethat were above the criterionvalue of 60 gpm. Slight
modificationof the dry-blendformulationto 11 wt% attapulgite,20.7 wt%
cement, and 68.3 wt% class F fly ash reduced the critical flow rate to
below 40 gpm. Other than the critical flow rate concerns,both
formulationstested were readilyprocessedby the pilot-scaleequipment.

• The DMF handledthe dry ingredientsof the proposed production
formulationand mixed dry-blendproductwithin the desired tolerances.

• The restart pressure tests showed that process interruptionsas long as
20 minutes did not pose a problem for the pilot-scaleequipment. These
tests indicatedthat interruptionsof 30 minutes or greater should not be
allowedwithout flushingthe system.

i

• No significantwear was seen on the stellite feed screws and stellite-
tipped paddles installedin the grout mixer.

• A 7.5 pipe-volumeflush of the pilot-scalegrout pipe at 10 gpm was
sufficientto prevent buildup.

• Grout buildup in the equipmentwas similarto that seen in other pilot-
scale runs. Buildup in the area of the dry-blendmixer inlet was a
concern and may have interferedwith grout production if it had not been
cleaned between runs. Buildup in other areas did not interferewith
grout productionbut might present decontaminationproblems.

. • The dimensionalchangesof the grout over the first 7 weeks of curing
were small (0.06%shrinkage).

. • The thermal conductivityof this grout formulationwas 0.81 W/m°K.

• Neither the original 14 wt% attapulgiteclay formulationnor the modified
11 wt% attapulgiteclay formulationhad free liquidswhen poured at 40°C.

• The calculated adiabatictemperaturerise of the grout poured in the
gradient mold was 57°C.
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• Comparing calculated heat conduction rates through grout to the
experimentally-determined airflow heat removal rates from water/salt
solutions showed that conduction of heat through the grout controls the
heat removal rate when using the airflow rates planned for the production
vault. As a result, increased airflows (e.g. larger blowers) would not
significantly increase the heat removal rates.

• An airflow of 13 scfm in the lift mold (which simulated a 3600 scfm
airflow in the production vault) kept the maximumshort-term grout
temperatures below 70°C for all four of the 2-ft lifts poured and
maintained average grout surface temperatures below 30°C.

• The net temperature reduction obtained by cooling the surface of a 2 ft
lift for 1 week was approximately 30°C.

Heat removal rates throughout the week between pours were not
significantly different for lifts with and without free-standing liquid.

• The lift mold thermal profiles after 1 week of cooling showed a general
tendency, as lifts were added, for the peak temperatures to be higher and
located farther below the surface with each subsequent lift.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The followingare recommendationsbased on the results of the pilot-scale

tests.

• A grout formulationof 11 wt% attapulgiteclay, 20.7 wt% cement, and 68.3
wt% class F fly ash mixed at 8.4 Ib/gal should be used for verification
tests. This slightly modified formulationeliminatesthe critical flow
rate concernsthat were discoveredwhile processingthe 14 wt%
attapulgiteformulation. However, since this formulationhas the same
relative amounts of cement and fly ash as the original formulation,
informationobtained from grout produced with the first formulation
should still be representativeof that expected for the adjusted
formulation•

• The grout surface should not be floodedwith I to 2 in. of cooling water
at the completion of the run. Flooding the surfaceaffects the short-
term curing of the grout at the surface of the lift and is not necessary
for effectivecooling. There is probably sufficientwater in the grout
pour solutionto supply all the evaporationwater, but tests that
investigatethe water-vaporpressure over the grout as the pore water
evaporateswould help determine if additionalevaporationwater is
necessary. If additionalevaporationwater is necessary, it should be
added after the grout has cured for several days.

• lt is difficultto suggesta pour schedule from the informationobtained
from the lift mold tests, but several useful observationswere made that
helped direct the modeling efforts. I) When using the planned airflow
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rates, the heat removal from the grout is mainly controlledby the rate
at which heat will conduct through the grout to the surface. As long as
water is available,convective/evaporativecooling can be expected to
keep the grout surfacetemperaturebelow 30oC. 2) The lower grout
temperatures,which result due to surfacecooling, may also reduce the
hydrationreaction rates. This is an importantfactor in determiningthe
pour schedule since hydrationheat releasedwhile the grout is close to

, the surface is relativelyeasy to remove, but heat released from grout at
significantdepths can only be removedthrough much slower heat-release
mechanisms. In order to model these effects, the heat release as a

. functionof temperatureand extent of reaction must be available.
Calorimetrywork should be conductedon the proposed formulationto
generatethe required data. 3) The total hydrationheat determined in
this experimentwas 5100 Btu/CubicFoot. This number is important in
estimatingthe long-termtemperatureprofiles in the grout and the final
pour schedule. Calorimetrywork should be performedto confirm this
number.

• Future pilot-scaletests should use initialdry-blendactive hopper
settings of 90% for the high level and 70% for the low level to avoid
dry-blendflooding problems.

• The shear-thickeningeffectsof attapulgiteshould be studied in greater
detail if this material is part of future formulations.
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APPENDIX

CALCULATIONOF ADIABATICTEMPERATURERISE

FOR GRADIENT MOI_D

, Heat BalanceGeometry

T,p_o_ Assumptions"

.,r_ (I) Approximate thermal

_.. gradientsas linear

(TabOo2.I,F_CumU)

Tao_=.T._..m.,=.(2) Temperatureprofile is
symmetricwith respectto

_._r vessel centerline

,.,r _ o_ ooowo (3) Grout Heat Capacity -

t___ _--r,-4 0.527 cal/g°C
......_____,_ M=_wJ (4) Grout ThermalConductivity - O.B1 W/m°K

ay-12"

_o_ " (5) Grou_:Density - 1.55
g/cm °

_L__

Heat balance for cylinder shown above-

TOTAL HEAT LOSS - HEAT LOSS THROUGH SIDES + HEAT LOSS THROUGH TOP
+ HEAT LOSS THROUGH BOTTOM

HEAT LOSS =(2 = I-_IAKGROUT_t
q

. Where dT/dx = thermalgradient

A = heat loss area corresponding
to thermalgradient

At = heat loss time period

KGROUT = grout thermal conductivity

A.1



#TOTAL = #SIDES + _TOP + _BOTTOM (1)

/ T__4s - TGo.4e(2.n.rh)KGRoUT_QSIDES = ' dx '

QSIDES= 0"4326(T_-4s - T_-48)_ cal (2)

Q,o,=o.1419(T_,.,,-To,__o)=_7 (4)

CombiningEquations1-4 gives:

QToT,_=(O.'316(To,_8-Too_8)•O.I'I'(2TG,_8-TGB-_O-TOS_O))_C_'
where At is in seconds
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_TOTAL

THEN" TAOIABATIC = TGROUT + THERMALNASSOF GROUT

' QTOTAL

TADIABATIc = T_.4e + pGRouTCPGRoUT(_rrZh)

Where PBROUT= Grout density

CPGRoUT= Grout heat capacity

The adiabatictemperatureat time = t is given by:

TADIABATICt = ITGA'48t+QTOTALt'I°C55,636)

A.3
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7.0 POST RUN EQUIPMENTOBSERVATIONS

Three weeks after completionof the fourth lift, the grout equipmentwas

disassembledand inspectedfor grout buildup and mixer wear.

" 7.1 GROUT BUILDUP

The grout buildup in the equipmentwas the result of three aborted runs

on the first day that grout was processed,the main grout pour 2 days later,

and three smaller lift pours spaced at l-week intervals. The pump restart

tests were also conductedprior to inspection. At the conclusion of each of

these runs, 25 gal of water was used to rinse the mixer, surge tank, grout

pump, and grout pipe. After this water was pumped to the mold or dumpster, an

additional15 gal of water was circulatedthrough the mixer, surge tank, and

grout pump for 10 minutes. This water was then pumped to the dumpster. No

attemptwas made to remove the water that remained in the grout pipe.

The grout buildup in the mixer occurs in severaldifferent locations

starting at the dry-blend inlet and continuingthroughoutthe mixer. Figure

7.1 shows a large amount of grout buildup in the rectangularportion of the

dry-blendinlet. Grout buildupwas also noted in the dry-blend inlet line

from the shaker screen (see Figure 7.2). While operating,these areas are not

exposedto moisture, and grout should not form. However, rinses of the dry-

blend inlet might introducewater that can form grout in subsequentruns. In

addition,during the waste feed interruption,which caused an unscheduled

shutdownduring the main productionrun, wetted material had backed up into

the dry-blendfeed tube. This may have been when the grout in the rectangular

area of the dry-blend inlet formed. The buildup in the dry-blend inlet line

was the only area that had to be cleaned between runs to prevent grout

productionproblems.
i

Figure 7.3 shows a thin layer of grout buildup on the lid of the mixer.

• This layer shows the tolerancebetweenthe mixer paddles and the mixer lid.

Grout buildup in this location is probably not an operationalconcern because

large pieces that fall off during productionwill be reduced to a small enough

size to pass through the pump. However, this area may be difficult to

decontaminate.
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Figures7.4 and 7.5 show the interiorof the mixer. The paddles under

the waste inlet are very clean, while the other paddles and the dry-blend feed

screws have patches of grout. This impliesthat direct impingementof water

will clean off the uncured grout, while other portions,which are simply

wetted with water, will not be cleaned. Again, these patches of grout pose no

problems during production but may be difficultto decontaminate.

Buildup in the grout dischargefunnel is shown in Figure 7.6. In areas
q

where grout flow is continuous,there is little buildup. Areas that are

exposed to only splashedmaterialshave a significantbuildup. The discharge

is designed differently in the productionfacility,and the pattern of grout

buildupwill probably be different.

Figures7.7 and 7.8 show that no large areas of grout buildup occur in

the surge tank but that a thin layer of material coats most of the interior

surface. The clean areas on the surge tank lid again show that direct

impingementby the water spray will remove the unsolidifiedgrout. [he spray

nozzle used in the surge tank cloggedeasily and generallydid a poor job of

rinsingthe surge tank. An improved spray nozzle design could reduce the

buildup in the surge tank. The grout retained in the surge tank should not

present an operationalproblem but may be difficultto completely
4

decontaminate.

Figure 7.9 shows the grout buildup at the pump inlet. The design of the

pump inlet has a dead spot that traps grout at the completionof a run. Water

rinses removed enough grout to prevent operationaldifficulties,but this area

will requiredecontamination.

Figure 7.10 shows the small amount of grout buildup at the pump outlet.

T;lisbuildup is where stagnantgrout would tend to settle and probably

occurred after allowinggrout to sit in this area during the restart tests.

Therefore,grout buildup in this area during normal operationswould probably

not be a concern.

The initial25 gal of rinse water used to Flush the systems amounted to

approximately7.5 pipe volumes. Seven and one half pipe volumes of rinse

water in the productionsystem would equate to approximately600 gal of water.

At the end of the 25-gal rinse, the water at the pipe dischargewas Fairly
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clean and was probably adequate. However, since the grout pipe had to be used

for four separate runs, the 15 gal of recirculatedrinse water was also pumped

through the grout pipe 15 minutes later.

A different procedurewas used for the final flush of the grout pipe.

Insteadof immediatelyflushingthe pipe with 25 gal of water, the 25 gal of

rinse water was first recirculatedthrough the grout equipmentfor 10 minutes

before the pipe rinse was conducted. Thus, the total rinse water used for the

' final rinse was 7.5 pipe volumesof water.

Previous pilot-scaleruns had encounteredproblems when attemptingto

reuse the grout pipeline. However,the proposed rinse at that time was only 2

to 3 pipe volumes of water. No problemswere encounteredwhen the grout pipe

was reused four times for these tests, so the 40-gal flush (11.2 pipe volumes)

was adequate. This rinse was also adequateto prevent buildup in the three-

way valves used to divert the grout flow.

The last rinse used 7.5 pipe volumesof water. Three weeks after the

completion of the last rinse, the interiorof the grout pipe was examined at

several points along its length. No buildupof grout was observed.

7.2 MIXER WEAR
l

Significantwear on the first set of mixer paddles and the dry-blend feed

screwswas observed in previouspilot-scalepours (Fow et al. 1987). For the

current pilot-scaletests, dry-blendfeed screws were replaced with stellite

feed screws and the first four pairs of mixer paddles were replacedwith

stellite-tippedpaddles. Since the productionmixer has stellite components,

the wear seen in this pilot-scaletest should be more representativeof the

wear that might be expected in the productionequipment. Figure 7.5 shows

that there is little wear on either the first paddle or the feed screws. This

• indicatesthat stellite componentsreduce wear concerns.
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FIGURE7.1. GroutBuildupat MixerInlet 4
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• FIGURE7.2. GroutBuildupin Dry-BlendInletLine
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FIGURE 7.3. Grout Buildup on Mixer Lid
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• FIGURE7.4• GroutBuildupon MixerPaddles
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FIGURE 7,$. StelliteTipped Mixer Paddles Under Waste Feed Inlet
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FIGURE 7.6. Grout Buildup at Mixer Discharge
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FIGURE 7.7. Grout Buildup in Surge Tank
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. FIGURE 7.8. Grout Buildup on Surge Tank Lid
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FIGURE7.9. GroutBuildupat Pump Inlet
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. FIGURE 7.10. Grout Buildup at Pump Discharge
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B.O CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

The followingconclusionsand recommendationsare based on the resultsof

the pilot-scaletests.

• 8.I CONCLUSIONS

The pilot-scaletesting satisfiedthe originalobjectives. The

conclusionsdrawn from the testing are listed below:

• The grout producedwith a dry-blend formulationconsisting of 14 wt%
attapulgiteclay, 20 wt% cement, and 66 wt% class F fly ash showed
significantshear thickeningand had calculated critical flow rates at
the pipe dischargethat were above the criterionvalue of 60 gpm. Slight
modificationof the dry-blendformulationto 11 wt% attapulgite,20.7 wt%
cement, and 68.3 wt% class F fly ash reduced the critical flow rate to
below 40 gpm. Other than the critical flow rate concerns,both
formulationstested were readilyprocessedby the pilot-scaleequipment.

• The DMF handledthe dry ingredientsof the proposed production
formulationand mixed dry-blendproductwithin the desired tolerances.

• The restart pressure tests showed that process interruptionsas long as
20 minutes did not pose a problem for the pilot-scaleequipment. These
tests indicatedthat interruptionsof 30 minutes or greater should not be
allowedwithout flushingthe system.

i

• No significantwear was seen on the stellite feed screws and stellite-
tipped paddles installedin the grout mixer.

• A 7.5 pipe-volumeflush of the pilot-scalegrout pipe at 10 gpm was
sufficientto prevent buildup.

• Grout buildup in the equipmentwas similarto that seen in other pilot-
scale runs. Buildup in the area of the dry-blendmixer inlet was a
concern and may have interferedwith grout production if it had not been
cleaned between runs. Buildup in other areas did not interferewith
grout productionbut might present decontaminationproblems.

. • The dimensionalchangesof the grout over the first 7 weeks of curing
were small (0.06%shrinkage).

. • The thermal conductivityof this grout formulationwas 0.81 W/m°K.

• Neither the original 14 wt% attapulgiteclay formulationnor the modified
11 wt% attapulgiteclay formulationhad free liquidswhen poured at 40°C.

• The calculated adiabatictemperaturerise of the grout poured in the
gradient mold was 57°C.
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• Comparing calculated heat conduction rates through grout to the
experimentally-determined airflow heat removal rates from water/salt
solutions showed that conduction of heat through the grout controls the
heat removal rate when using the airflow rates planned for the production
vault. As a result, increased airflows (e.g. larger blowers) would not
significantly increase the heat removal rates.

• An airflow of 13 scfm in the lift mold (which simulated a 3600 scfm
airflow in the production vault) kept the maximumshort-term grout
temperatures below 70°C for all four of the 2-ft lifts poured and
maintained average grout surface temperatures below 30°C.

• The net temperature reduction obtained by cooling the surface of a 2 ft
lift for 1 week was approximately 30°C.

Heat removal rates throughout the week between pours were not
significantly different for lifts with and without free-standing liquid.

• The lift mold thermal profiles after 1 week of cooling showed a general
tendency, as lifts were added, for the peak temperatures to be higher and
located farther below the surface with each subsequent lift.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The followingare recommendationsbased on the results of the pilot-scale

tests.

• A grout formulationof 11 wt% attapulgiteclay, 20.7 wt% cement, and 68.3
wt% class F fly ash mixed at 8.4 Ib/gal should be used for verification
tests. This slightly modified formulationeliminatesthe critical flow
rate concernsthat were discoveredwhile processingthe 14 wt%
attapulgiteformulation. However, since this formulationhas the same
relative amounts of cement and fly ash as the original formulation,
informationobtained from grout produced with the first formulation
should still be representativeof that expected for the adjusted
formulation•

• The grout surface should not be floodedwith I to 2 in. of cooling water
at the completion of the run. Flooding the surfaceaffects the short-
term curing of the grout at the surface of the lift and is not necessary
for effectivecooling. There is probably sufficientwater in the grout
pour solutionto supply all the evaporationwater, but tests that
investigatethe water-vaporpressure over the grout as the pore water
evaporateswould help determine if additionalevaporationwater is
necessary. If additionalevaporationwater is necessary, it should be
added after the grout has cured for several days.

• lt is difficultto suggesta pour schedule from the informationobtained
from the lift mold tests, but several useful observationswere made that
helped direct the modeling efforts. I) When using the planned airflow
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rates, the heat removal from the grout is mainly controlledby the rate
at which heat will conduct through the grout to the surface. As long as
water is available,convective/evaporativecooling can be expected to
keep the grout surfacetemperaturebelow 30oC. 2) The lower grout
temperatures,which result due to surfacecooling, may also reduce the
hydrationreaction rates. This is an importantfactor in determiningthe
pour schedule since hydrationheat releasedwhile the grout is close to

, the surface is relativelyeasy to remove, but heat released from grout at
significantdepths can only be removedthrough much slower heat-release
mechanisms. In order to model these effects, the heat release as a

. functionof temperatureand extent of reaction must be available.
Calorimetrywork should be conductedon the proposed formulationto
generatethe required data. 3) The total hydrationheat determined in
this experimentwas 5100 Btu/CubicFoot. This number is important in
estimatingthe long-termtemperatureprofiles in the grout and the final
pour schedule. Calorimetrywork should be performedto confirm this
number.

• Future pilot-scaletests should use initialdry-blendactive hopper
settings of 90% for the high level and 70% for the low level to avoid
dry-blendflooding problems.

• The shear-thickeningeffectsof attapulgiteshould be studied in greater
detail if this material is part of future formulations.
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APPENDIX

CALCULATIONOF ADIABATICTEMPERATURERISE

FOR GRADIENT MOI_D

, Heat BalanceGeometry

T,p_o_ Assumptions"

.,r_ (I) Approximate thermal

_.. gradientsas linear

(TabOo2.I,F_CumU)

Tao_=.T._..m.,=.(2) Temperatureprofile is
symmetricwith respectto

_._r vessel centerline

,.,r _ o_ ooowo (3) Grout Heat Capacity -

t___ _--r,-4 0.527 cal/g°C
......_____,_ M=_wJ (4) Grout ThermalConductivity - O.B1 W/m°K

ay-12"

_o_ " (5) Grou_:Density - 1.55
g/cm °

_L__

Heat balance for cylinder shown above-

TOTAL HEAT LOSS - HEAT LOSS THROUGH SIDES + HEAT LOSS THROUGH TOP
+ HEAT LOSS THROUGH BOTTOM

HEAT LOSS =(2 = I-_IAKGROUT_t
q

. Where dT/dx = thermalgradient

A = heat loss area corresponding
to thermalgradient

At = heat loss time period

KGROUT = grout thermal conductivity
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#TOTAL = #SIDES + _TOP + _BOTTOM (1)

/ T__4s - TGo.4e(2.n.rh)KGRoUT_QSIDES = ' dx '

QSIDES= 0"4326(T_-4s - T_-48)_ cal (2)

Q,o,=o.1419(T_,.,,-To,__o)=_7 (4)

CombiningEquations1-4 gives:

QToT,_=(O.'316(To,_8-Too_8)•O.I'I'(2TG,_8-TGB-_O-TOS_O))_C_'
where At is in seconds
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_TOTAL

THEN" TAOIABATIC = TGROUT + THERMALNASSOF GROUT

' QTOTAL

TADIABATIc = T_.4e + pGRouTCPGRoUT(_rrZh)

Where PBROUT= Grout density

CPGRoUT= Grout heat capacity

The adiabatictemperatureat time = t is given by:

TADIABATICt = ITGA'48t+QTOTALt'I°C55,636)
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